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IN THIS ISSUE

h e  e l e g a n t  a n d  c o n v e n i e n t
accommodations of Boston’s Westin
Copley Place Hotel and the Top of the

Hub, the Skywalk of the Prudential Center’s
50th floor Skywalk were the background for
AAIE’s most successful and upbeat 39th
Annual Conference in February.

More than 400 delegates and 50
exhibitors were present to hear two keynote
speakers and AIE’s distinguished lecturer,
who kicked off each day of the three-day
meeting with information and inspiration.
In addition, participants attended 39
concurrent and breakout sessions, and 13
presentations by ‘Friends of AAIE’ sponsored
by the Association’s supporting exhibitors,
all of which were presented by 46 colleague
international educational leaders in ‘lighthouse
and good practice’ programs in their fields.

Robert Evans, noted author and
Executive Director of Wellesley College’s
Human Relations Service, was the first day
keynoter.  He was sponsored by International

Schools Services and presented by ISS VP
Mary Anne Haas.  Evans addressed the
changing nature of the clients served by our
schools, students who are challenging to reach
and teach, whose behavior is more provocative
and the concerns presented by more parents
who pressure the schools because of their
own anxieties.  His summary included several
concrete ways school leaders can confront
and resolve the myriad problems emerging
in education.

The second day was launched by Mark
Gerzon, noted author and called by the New
York Times as an “expert in civil discourse.”
He was presented by Lehigh University’s
College of Education Dean Sally White.
Gerzon addressed the meaning of global
education and the problems of teaching global
studies and citizenship in a divided world.
He posed and answered the question of how
to include controversial issues in school
curricula without alienating the constituent
groups in our communities.

continued on page 20
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Robert Evans did a great job
starting off the 2005

Boston 39th Conference.
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2005-2006 AAIE OFFICERS

Dear AAIE Friends and Colleagues,

It was wonderful to see so many of you at this
year’s AAIE Annual Conference in Boston.  There were
certainly many 2005 conference highlights, to name
a few: an excellent conference program, a notable
increase in conference participation (450 attendees!),
Paul Poore’s outstanding Superintendent of the Year
Distinguished Lecture, and the membership’s approval
of AAIE’s constitutional changes.  To view photos of
the conferences and the text of this year’s Distinguished
Lecture please consult the AAIE web page, www.aaie.org
                                                                               

The leadership of our Executive Director, Dick
Krajczar, together with the invaluable support of Everett

McGlothlin, were certainly critical to the success of this year’s conference.  However,
most of the credit is really due to those of you who participated in last year’s focus
groups.  The input of your ideas expressed a year ago provided AAIE with a clear
direction, and resulted in several needed changes, e.g. a successful revision of AAIE’s
Constitution and By-laws as well as overall improvements to the annual conference
program.

The good news is that there is more to come.  This June, the Board will meet
to review AAIE’s mission, and to plan next steps.  As it does so, the Board and
Executive Director will continue to consider and act on the ideas and suggestions
received from our membership. All of this will be made easier as of July 1, 2005, the
date our current part-time Executive Director will assume his responsibilities full-
time. His able leadership will provide the vision and drive needed for AAIE to realize
further changes and to begin new initiatives.

The 2006 AAIE Conference is scheduled again for Boston, February 17 – 19
at the same place, Boston’s Westin Hotel – Copley Place.  This 40th Anniversary
Conference will focus on celebrating AAIE’s past while also projecting a clear vision
for its future.  Please include next year’s Annual Conference on your busy agendas,
and make your plans to celebrate with us in Boston next year.

Best wishes for a smooth closing to the 2004-2005 school year, and for a well-
deserved and pleasant summer break.

Sincerely,

ELSA C. LAMB
President, AAIE

Ms. Lamb may be reached at elamb@ans.edu.ni
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On Wednesday, March 9, 2005, the Office of Overseas Schools
(A/OS) signed a partnership agreement with the Thomas Jefferson
High School for Science and Technology to recognize, support and
further the Department of State’s long-standing relationship with the
nationally acclaimed high school.  Thomas Jefferson, the premier high
school for science and technology, is located in the Fairfax County
Public Schools (FCPS) system.

The relationship with FCPS is long standing and has been highly
beneficial for overseas schools.  For over 25 years, FCPS has participated
in the School-to-School program, with partners in Santo Domingo
and Rome.  FCPS has collaborated with A/OS by making available
its staff to provide consulting and other kinds of technical assistance
to schools around the world. Since 1993, A/OS has held its well-
known Jefferson Overseas Technology Institute (JOSTI) at Thomas
Jefferson High School.  To date, JOSTI has trained over 1000
administrators, techies, and teachers in the use of technology to
enhance education in overseas schools.

In recent years, this partnership with Thomas Jefferson has been
expanded. Its staff and students have provided training and technical
support for the Virtual School program.  The Virtual Program was
begun three years ago by NESA in conjunction with Thomas Jefferson
as a unique global, cyberspace effort that connects schools to their
communities and with each other. The Thomas Jefferson staff assisted
the International School of Islamabad in developing the first virtual
school and has remained involved in expanding the Virtual School to
other areas of the world.  Now in its third year, the Virtual School
Project has developed considerable internal momentum, especially in
terms of having become a valuable and integral part of many of its
constituent schools.

Participation of State Department Officials

A/OS Director Keith Miller and Assistant Secretary William A.
Eaton signed the partnership agreement for the Department of State.
 Thomas Jefferson Principal Elizabeth Lodal and Deputy Superintendent
Brad Drager signed for Fairfax County Public Schools.  The FCPS
Board Chair attended the signing and Acting Under Secretary of State
for Management attended on behalf of the Secretary of State.

Secretary Eaton spoke at the event, held in the Department of
State’s Treaty Room.  He recognized and thanked officials from Fairfax
County Public Schools and Thomas Jefferson High School for their
invaluable contribution to enhancing educational opportunities for
children around the world.  He spoke of their long-time commitment
to collaborating with the Department and he acknowledged the
support of the top leadership.  Mr. Eaton gave special recognition to
Thomas Jefferson Principal, Elizabeth Lodal, for sustaining her school’s
commitment to the Department of State and to A/OS Regional
Education Officer Bea Cameron from A/OS for her vision and efforts
in making both JOSTI and the Virtual School projects such resounding
successes.

The Office of Overseas Schools may be reached at
OverseasSchools@state.gov The website is www.state.gov/m/a/os

EXPANDED PARTNERSHIP
WITH THOMAS JEFFERSON

HIGH SCHOOL,
FAIRFAX COUNTY

Dear Colleagues,

My first eighteen months as part-
time director of AAIE has been
exciting, and I feel the tide turning.
My good friend and colleague,
Everett McGlothlin, has been so
helpful in sharing this responsibility
of giving new l i fe to our
organization. Anne Jenkins, our
administrative assistant, has worn
many hats and has been a self starter
in working with both of us. She
deserves a lot of credit. Thanks to
the AAIE board and our President,
Elsa Lamb, for the good guidance

and for setting a positive direction. And I must thank Keith Miller
and A/OS for their support when we were "on the ropes!" It was a
risk and I say, "Thank you!"

Our February AAIE Conference had a new format for
presentations, distinguished awards, evening functions, and a strictly
leadership focus. The highlighting of "lighthouse" programs in our
international schools was again well received by our delegates. Thanks
to all those heads of schools and regional directors who participated.
I have already received volunteers for next year's conference back at
the lovely Westin Hotel in Boston.

The annual AGM was successful and resulted in approval of
changes to the Constitution which will enable AAIE to move forward
to better meet the needs of our international school heads. Elsa Lamb
was re-elected for another term as President, Bill Powell, Headmaster
of the International School of Kuala Lumpur was chosen to be President
elect, and Mary Ann Haas, long serving distinguished colleague, was
elected to continue as a board member at large. The changes will allow
the Executive Board to be larger and proactive in making necessary
changes vital to our renewed spirit and growth.

AAIE will be 40 years old, and we will celebrate the birthday in
fine fashion at our next conference in Boston, Feb. 17-19, 2006. We
already have begun lining up good speakers, adjusting the program
to reflect member suggestions, and contacting some of our long
attending members who will be sent special invitations to attend. Put
this on your calendar as it will be an excellent opportunity to celebrate
40 years of service, friendships, and recognize our long history and
culture as an organization serving international educators.

As you may know, we had to change our dates for the conference
to be more in line with our members' travel arrangements during the
February recruiting season. Thanks to Dan Scinto and Jane Larson
of ISS for being so helpful to AAIE with many logistics.
I want also to recognize the long time AAIE corporate members who
have supported us for years. All functions and support materials were
sponsored by our corporate members. Thanks to the exhibitors for
your help, support, and financial contributions! You are important to
me and to this organization.

A LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

 continued on page 4
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There is time to learn all the
new information in any job.
Organizational leaders often have
to guide their own professional
development, snatching time to
read, study, and discuss. This
column features some Internet sites
for self-directed learning about
technology and engaged learning
in pupils.

Library of Congress: Digital
F u t u r e -  h t t p : / / w w w . c
span.org/congress/digitalfuture.asp
C-SPAN televised a series of
discussions hosted by the John W.

Kluge Center. The series examined how the digital age is changing
the most basic ways information is organized and classified. The goal
was to educate the public on what the digital age means to their lives.
The entire series of lectures can be downloaded FREE to your
desktop/ laptop or  PDA/handheld f rom audible .com
(http://www.audible.com).

InfoSavy - http://www.thecommittedsardine.net/infosavvy/
education/ejukesbio.html  This is Ian Jukes’ site; check the handouts,
including The New Digital Landscape and From Gutenberg to Gates
and Beyond.  His work is rich in information about technology trends
and the implications of those for teaching and learning.

Lorrie Jackson’s Blogging Basics – Creating Student Journals
on the Web -http://www.educationworld.com/ a_tech/techtorial/
techtorial037print.shtml  This could help a school leader understand
what a blog is and how teachers and students might use one. It has
basic introductory information along with links to examples.
Administrators wishing to stay abreast of developments or anticipate
such applications in their schools may find this link useful.  Here’s
also an article from a blogging teacher: Log on to Blog: Education
World http://www.educationworld.com/a_curr/voice/voice123.shtml

Resources related to wireless schools and 1:1 Computing

• Wireless Schools: Are Today’s Schools Becoming More
and More Disconnected? – from Buildings.com http://www.
buildings.com/Articles/detail.asp?articleid=1466  This is an
overview of what is happening with wireless schools and
concludes with a check list for those considering wireless
applications in schools.

• 1-to-1 Computing –  Berrien (MI, USA) County
Intermediate School District, http://www.remc11.k12.mi.us/
bcisd/classres/mobile.htm A summary document about actual
programs based on individual computing and mobile tools,
with links to articles, profiles, etc.

• Emerging Technology Report: A Guide to Wireless LANs in
K-12 Schools. http://www.cosn.org/resources/ emerging_technologies/
wireless.cfm (Consortium for School Networking, Emerging
Technologies Committee, Washington, D.C., Oct 2003) There
is an abstract of a full report examines the implementation of
wireless LAN technologies in K-12 schools and identifies challenges,

INSITES: A DIGITAL UPDATE - INFORMATION RESOURCES
ON TECHNOLOGY AND ENGAGED LEARNING

BY BARRIE JO PRICE

options, and lessons learned. Critical issues addressed in
the report include standards and compatibility, planning
and implementation, security, and total cost of ownership.
The study profiles eight school districts that use wireless
technology.  http://www.cosn.org/catalog/index.cfm

• K-12 Handhelds.com - http://www.k12handhelds.com/
classroomsolutions.php  Keep in mind that this IS a commercial
site, but it also includes links to examples of schools that
have adopted as well as other information.

• Schools Elevate Student Learning Experience Through
Wireless Technology. http://wstonline.bitpipe.com/data/
Young, Jocelyn  (An IDC White Paper sponsored by
Gateway, 2003) This white paper presents a framework that
schools can use to evaluate the benefits of wireless solutions
in education. Experiences of 10 institutions are highlighted.
Includes list of best practices for utilizing wireless technology
in schools. [Free registration is required.] 10p.

Resources related to engaged student learning and the work of Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi, professor of psychology at the Peter F. Drucker
Graduate School of Management, Claremont Graduate University,
and director of the Quality of Life Research Center,

• h t t p : / / w w w. a s c d . o r g / p o r t a l / s i t e / a s c d / m e n u i t e m .
46674c1382a93479a5ea4510e3108a0c/template.article?
articleMgmtId=fd3d45433ede1010VgnVCM1000003d0
1a8c0RCRD  This is an interview with him, via ASCD.

• http://www.brainchannels.com/thinker/mihaly.html  Brain
Thinker, Year 2000

• http://www.counterbalance.net/zygon/csik-body.html -
Video lecture

• h t t p : / / w w w. e d u t o p i a . o r g / p h p / s e a r c h . p h p ? q u e r y =
Mihaly+Csikszentmihalyi&-new.x=10&-new.y=4 - links to 
lectures, audio & video files on The George Lucas
Educational Foundation (GLEF) site, http://www.glef.org

Dr. Price is Professor of the Institute for Interactive Technology,
http://lit.ches.ua.edu of the College of Human and Environmental Sciences,
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.  She is Partner, emTech Consulting,
http://www.emTech.net She may be reached at bjprice@emTech.net

As I said in my opening welcome two years ago, I hope to "under-
promise" and "over-deliver" during my years of service to AAIE. Please
give AAIE a thumbs up with colleagues who have not been a member
of the association for awhile and help us make the organization as
good as it can be. We are here to CONNECT, CROSS BORDERS,
and BUILD BRIDGES with everyone who has so much to do with
international education. Have a good vacation and enjoy the numerous
summer programs for your growth and reflection, but leave time for
your families and hobbies. 

Regards,
Dick Krajczar

Mr. Krajczar may be reached at krajczard@aol.com

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR....  continued from page 3
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How much conflict between and
among cultural groups is generated
by substantive disagreement on the
issues and how much is simply an
outgrowth of deeply embedded
cultural styles in managing
confrontation and conflict
situations?  Like most Americans,
I like to think that my approach
to conflict is honest and direct.
Of course, I assume my honesty
and directness to be substantive
issues and not questions of style.

I had reason to question my
assumptions about conflict when

I attended Dr. Mitchell R. Hammer’s workshop on “The Intercultural
Conflict Style Inventory” (© Mitchell R. Hammer, Ph.D.) at the
November, 2004 Regional Conference of NAFSA (National Association
of Foreign Student Advisors) in Myrtle Beach, SC.  Dr. Hammer is
an internationally recognized expert in conflict resolution and Professor
of International Peace and Conflict at the American University in
Washington, D.C.  You can find Hammer Consulting at
www.hammerconsulting.org.

Culturally Determined Factors Control Conflict Resolution Styles

Dr. Hammer’s model of cultural conflict style identifies two
culturally determined factors as definitive of conflict resolution styles:
 the directness of expression and the level of emotional expressiveness.
 People from “direct” cultures with low levels of emotional expressiveness
(e.g., U.S.) may find it difficult to communicate with “indirect,”
emotionally restrained cultures (e.g., Asians, Mexicans) and even more
difficult to communicate with indirect, high expressive cultures (e.g.,
Arabs).  I found Dr. Hammer’s presentation fascinating and many of
his insights intuitively valid and consistent with my experience.

Happily, I was seated next to Dr. Darla K. Deardorff, who had
been trained previously in the us e of Hammer’s constructs.  Since
Fall 2002, Dr. Deardorff has been the first coordinator of the new
Duke-UNC Rotary Center for International Studies in Peace &
Conflict Resolution, one of only seven such centers in the world.  You
can read more about Dr. Deardorff and her work at
http://www.ucis.unc.edu/.

I am pleased to share with you the abstract of her doctoral study:
The Identification and Assessment of Intercultural Competence as a Student
Outcome of Internationalization at Institutions of Higher Education in
the United States, 2004,  North Carolina State University.  I think
international educators, both at home and abroad, will find her research
interesting and practical.

BY JAY KETTERER
Professor of Educational Administration,

Director of International Endowment Foundation, Inc.
Jacksonville State University, Alabama Since 2001 Colegio Nueva Granada (CNG) in Bogota, Colombia

has been developing innovative social projects that build community
and contribute to the school’s mission of preparing students to be
future leaders by nurturing the spirit and developing a sense of civic
duty. For many years, the students in the school had participated in
service projects such as raising funds for an orphanage or spending
part of a day in a retirement home.  While such projects had value,
the school administration and board of directors did not feel they
were developing the attributes the school aspired to in its vision of its
graduates.

Educating for the responsibility of leadership

Similar to other American private schools in other parts of the
world, CNG educates the children of the top political and business
leaders in the nation. Their family backgrounds and the opportunities
they have ensure that they will become leaders in their country and
internationally.  This implies a great responsibility for them and the
institution that educates them. It is simply not sufficient to provide
them with excellent intellectual skills.  As the school director, I have
attempted to deliver a message to the staff. “We want our graduates
to be good for something, not just good at something.”  In order to
prepare their students for the responsibility of leadership, the school
has undertaken two ambitious projects that give students ongoing
and in-depth experience as part of their curriculum and involves the
school in collaborative efforts with the public sector.

Reaching out to CNG’s community

The first project is called Hogar Nueva Granada.  Students,
parents, faculty, staff and alumni, raised funds to build a school on
the CNG campus for disadvantaged children in nearby neighborhoods.
 Three hundred children from age two to first grade attend this school
daily from 7:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. while their parents work.
Eventually the school will serve students through fifth grade.  Everyone
at CNG is involved in someway in the school’s operation.  Parents
and alumni from CNG sponsor students at the Hogar through a small
monthly contribution.  They also volunteer to provide classes in
English, art, dance, swimming and music.  A pediatric clinic, dental
clinic, psychological services and an occupational therapy room are
also staffed by CNG parents who are professionals in these areas.
CNG students are assigned one student from the Hogar for the year
and, on a rotating basis, tutor different areas of the curriculum.  CNG
students and students from the Hogar also plan recreational activities
together.  The Colombian Welfare Services provide help in paying for
the three meals students at the Hogar are provided.  This is supplemented
with foods donated to the Hogar by CNG parents who own
supermarket chains.  Faculty from CNG assist in creating the curriculum
and training the Hogar teachers with the result that the Hogar is able
to provide a state-of-the-art educational program.  Additionally, parents
of the children in the Hogar are given training for occupations and
training as parents by volunteers from the CNG.

SOCIAL PROJECTS OF
COLEGIO NUEVA GRANADA,
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, BUILD

LOCAL COMMUNITY
BY BARRY MCCOMBS

Director, Colegio Nueva Granada

 continued on page 17
 continued on page 16
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The Advanced Placement (AP) Program of the College Board
has a number of important announcements regarding efforts and
initiatives undertaken through its K-12 International Services unit in
New York. These include (1) increased growth of AP internationally;
(2) new AP publications; (3) an international recognition initiative
in China, the UK, and Latin America; (4) mapping of AP Exams
against British A-Levels; (5) development of a bi-national Baccalauréat
diploma with the French Ministry; (6) a revised AP International
Diploma; (7) AP World Languages Initiative; (8) the 3rd annual AP
National Conference.

AP International Growth

In May 2004, more than 20,000 students outside the US took
just over 35,000 AP Examinations in all AP subjects.  This represents
a 10% increase from the year before and an increase of more than
4,000 students and nearly 9,000 Exams from 2001.  In addition, an
increased number of AP professional development opportunities for
international teachers was offered in conjunction with the regional
educational associations worldwide, including AISA, AASSA, CEESA,
EARCOS, ECIS, NESA, and the Tri-Association.  Additional AP
workshops were offered in La Paz, Delhi, Guatemala City, Kuala
Lumpur, and Tokyo. AP workshops, conferences, and summer institutes
are currently being planned for the 2005-2006 academic year and will
be posted at the web addresses listed below.  Including Canadian AP
conferences, more than 1800 teachers participated in international
AP workshops last year. AP schools in Canada now number nearly
500, with many new schools added in the last two years. Details about
upcoming AP Summer Institutes to be held at the Punahou School
in Honolulu (August 1-5, 2005), and at the University of Heidelberg,
Germany (August 8-12, 2005) can be found on the College Board’s
AP website: www.APCentral.collegeboard.com  Details about AP
workshops and Summer Institutes in Canada can be found at the AP
Canada web site: www.ap.ca

New AP Publications

Among the new and revised/updated AP publications for an
international audience are the following: AP International Services
brochure; K-12 International Services brochure; AP/IB (and IB/AP)
brochure for 2004; French Baccalauréat International Option and
AP; AP Recognition in Germany and The AP Program in Germany;
and additional publications about AP written in Spanish and in
Chinese.

AP International Recognition

In the past year, nearly 100 universities in six countries have been
added to the AP International Recognition list.  This brings the
number of universities that recognize AP in the admission process to
nearly 600 and the number of countries to more than 30.  In the past
year, with the assistance of David Blagbrough, a former career director
for the British Council, 90 UK universities have developed and reported
their AP policies for university admission.  With the help of Michael
Hogan in Latin America, more than 30 universities in five countries
have established AP recognition policies.  And with the help of Theresa
Chang-whei Jen in Asia, eight universities in China and Taiwan have
established policies.  Discussions regarding AP recognition are underway

BY ROBERT DIYANNI
Director, K-12 International Services, The College Board

ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL UPDATE

in a number of other countries, including Korea, Japan, and India.
A complete list of universities outside the US that recognize AP and
grant admission, credit, or both based on student performance on AP
Exams can be found at www.collegeboard.com/apintl

AP/A-Level Mapping

A new initiative is underway to map AP Exams against British
A-Levels in Chemistry, Economics (micro and macro), and English
Literature, and to extrapolate from these to other disciplines, as was
recently done for the IB Program when three of its exams were mapped
against A-Levels.  The AP mapping exercise, which is being conducted
by the Universities and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS), is
scheduled for June, with a report in August, and completion of all
aspects of the work by September.

Franco-American Bi-National Diploma

Discussions are underway with the French Ministry of Education
through its Washington, DC office of the Cultural Attaché, to develop
a new version of the French Baccalaurét diploma that includes AP
Examinations.  The new “Bac” will be offered initially to students in
French lycées in the US and Canada.  Details of the new bi-national
diploma, including its name, are currently being worked out.

AP International Diploma

The AP International Diploma (APID), which was established
in the mid-1990’s, has undergone a revision to make it more
international and global as well as more rigorous.  Beginning in May
2006, candidates for the APID will need to offer five AP Exams with
grades of three or higher across a spectrum of disciplines.  Two languages
are required as well as a choice of one of three AP global courses:
Comparative Government, Human Geography, or World History.
Details about the new AP International Diploma, including an Honors
Option, can be found at www.apcentral.collegeboard.org/apid

AP World Languages and Cultures Initiative

Four new AP Examinations in World Languages are on the way.
 The AP Italian Language and Culture course will be offered in the
academic year 2005-2006, with the first exams in May, 2006.  AP
Chinese (Mandarin) Language and Culture, AP Japanese Language
and Culture, and AP Russian Language and Culture will all be offered
the following academic year, with AP Exams in those languages first
offered in May, 2007.  For more information about any of these new
AP Exams go to www.APCentral.collegeboard.com

AP National Conference

The Third AP National Conference will be held in Houston,
Texas, July 15-18, 2005.  The Conference proper takes place on
Saturday and Sunday, July 16 and 17, with Friday the 15th and
Monday the 18th reserved for pre- and post-conference workshops,
respectively.  For information, go to www.APCentral.collegeboard.com

Mr. DiYanni may be reached at rdiyanni@collegeboard.org
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The lyrics of an old country and western song ask an interesting
question, “Where did you come from, where did you go, where did
you come from, Cotton Eyed Joe?”  That may have been written with
our Association in mind.  When AAIE was founded back in 1965 and
1966, it arose from the desires of educational leaders in the United
States who organized to help what many considered ‘less fortunate’
American schools abroad. The officers of AAIE during the first 10
years of its existence were all Superintendents of US public school
districts, until the election of Hal Holmdohl of Guadalajara, Mexico,
in 1975.  AAIE was formed through the impetus of the newly created
State Department Office of Overseas Schools, our honored Ernie
Mannino, its first director, putting his leadership skills to work in
attracting colleague superintendents from leading districts to attend
an organizational meeting just prior to the annual meeting of their
association, the American Association of School Administrators, AASA,
traditionally held at that time in Atlantic City, New Jersey.

We came from our own lack of organization.  At that time, if
memory serves correctly, perhaps at most two regional associations
existed of our schools.  Perhaps only one, ECIS, had a paid executive
director to carry forward its desired programs.  In effect, our overseas
schools were isolated from one another in those days BC, before
computers - and cyberspace technology.  One overseas school head
who accepted a position 40 years ago tells of going nine months
without seeing another professional educator with whom to discuss
common problems and emerging advancements in educational research.
 Yes, perhaps we were coming from solitude that handicapped and
impeded program growth, the recruitment of competent classroom
teachers and educational leaders, and the opportunity to assess our
schools’ performance against the benchmarks of the achievements of
others in our cohort.

Teachers, administrators, and board members in the US had
multiple and frequent opportunities to grow through meetings in ‘job
alike’ associations that offered regional, state and national conferences
and workshops.  AAIE was born to recreate this growth environment
for overseas schools.  Among our founding manifold purposes, two
leading ones were, one, to put end to our isolation by tying us to a
leading district in the US and, two, to create an association that would
permit us once a year to at least see each other.  A song in the musical
review, “Jacques Brell is Alive Well,” has at its lyrics, “No, dear, you are
not alone.”  AAIE would carry this message to us.  We were not alone.
We could fulfill the promise of strength and hope for growth by
uniting in association.

In 1965 and 1966, when AAIE was merely an idea about to take
flight, only 19 and then 37 organizing pioneers attended a one day
meeting immediately prior to AASA.  In 1967, after incorporation,
a call went out for our first annual meeting, a three-day format we
use to this day, at which 110 appeared.  Today we have a world-class
annual conference with leading educational researchers and speakers,
a superintendent of the year recognized by AASA, 25 year members,
a Hall of Fame, several list serves for school heads, principals and
counselors, regular print and electronic publications including a rich
website, reaching an apex of over 600 members, over 125 exhibitors,
in sum, a truly world-class association.

OK, that’s where we came from, where we are after the renewal
of our February Boston meeting. All who attended felt a new birth
of progress. But, where are we going, Cotton Eyed Joe? The developing

AN EDITORIAL – WHERE DID YOU COME FROM?
WHERE DID YOU GO?

power of the regional associations with each passing year attenuates
the former isolation of our schools perhaps better than AAIE could
achieve.  The strengthening regional associations have the ability and
the resources to conduct frequent development sessions for teachers,
administrators and board members.  They bring the students in their
schools together for athletic meets, leadership training, academic
contests, and artistic displays.  They attract noted leaders as motivating
speakers at their annual meetings. Their publications are attractive
and meaningful to their members. They now do many things that
simply were once the sole domain of AAIE because at the time no
other resource existed to do them.

Let’s not forget the entry of the accrediting associations helping
our schools development into ‘world class’ institutions.  Before WW
II, only one US regional agemcy was active overseas working with just
a handful of schools.  Today, through the work of AAIE and the
regional associations, at least five accrediting agencies are active overseas,
working with hundreds of schools, creating new accreditation criteria
written to reflect our unique needs for school development in the
international environment.

AAIE was a stimulus for the emerging accrediting and regional
associations.  We take pride that our members joined together in
common interest within their geographic areas.  The question, Cotton
Eyed Joe, is what is left for AAIE to do?  Is ontogeny recapitulating
phylogeny? Is AAIE the organization that can overcome the relative
‘isolation’ of the regional associations, all of whom are affiliated with
AAIE?  Or do we have other, perhaps higher, purposes? Can we
represent the accomplishments of our newly-named ‘international’
schools to nations awakening to the reality of the need for
internationalization of their educational programs at the earliest levels?

A series of 11 articles entitled, “A Special Section on International
Education,” the last one of which is “International Studies Resource
Guide,” appeared in the November, 2004, issue of Phi Delta Kappan,
the journal of the national honor society in education.  It should be
of interest to all of us, who spend a good part of our professional
careers as leaders in international education, that not one of these
articles was written by an overseas educator or even mentions our
‘international’ schools. The resource guide makes no reference to
anything we have produced!  This is neither the editor’s nor the several
authors’ fault, but rather ours for ‘hiding our light under an undiscovered
bushel.’  Herein lies another among the many challenges that await
our Association, bringing the news of our accomplishments to those
with ‘a need to know.’

I believe our Board, functioning in the best traditions of the
democracy we all represent, recognizes that our Association can only
do that which our membership motivates.  AAIE has come through
a difficult period.  With newfound energy, it now emerges to seek
next steps.  All members must feel responsible to participate in the
direction in which they wish their organization to go.  The names of
all board members appear on page two of this issue.  At least one is
someone close to each of us.  They all want to hear you ask, “Will
AAIE do this for my school, for my staff, for my board, for my students,
for me?”  It’s the ‘this’ about which we all need to hear if Cotton Eyed
Joe is to answer the question, “Where did you go?”

The Interim Editor may be reached at 2417gilbrown@msn.com
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"The best lack all conviction while the worst are full of passionate
intensity" – W.B.Yeats

The world appears to be increasingly more precipitous and
unpredictable, making questions of personal safety in the NESA region
at least on par with questions of financial benefits when it comes to
considerations of where to apply for a teaching position. Whether or
not that's a valid claim is debatable, but it's certain many of us teaching
in the NESA region have witnessed political violence first-hand. Most
of us learn of violent incidents within minutes via the Internet. All
of us are experiencing the effects of what seems to be an increasingly
complex and fragmented region where the power politics of many
nations are being played out.

I left U.S. public school teaching in 1984 for the American
Embassy School in New Delhi. It was the year Indira Gandhi was
assassinated, followed by Hindu-Sikh riots. My world had been tiny
up until then, with Portland, Oregon the nearest big city. That was
20 years ago. Then, it took three weeks for a letter written in India
to reach my relatives in America. Then, my phone rarely worked and
I didn't own a personal computer nor did anyone else I knew. Then,
the security walls surrounding the school were made of lovely garden
stone, the guards were relatively at ease, and there was no such thing
as a climate of fear. Now, 20 years later, I'm in Beirut at the American
Community School, where we have been through at least five practice
emergency drills since September, have attended meetings about
security, and have been within two city blocks of a car bomb aimed
at killing a member of the Lebanese Parliament.

Understandably, physical security has become a priority of most
international schools. Security walls are higher. Shards of glass and
deadly razor wire decorate the top of the walls. Bright bougainvillea
vines, which once claimed such walls, have been eliminated. On the
campus where I taught in Turkey, a lovely stand of pine trees was
pruned to the point of visual absurdity — the trees may as well be a
pop-art installation of green toilet brushes. Aesthetic consideration is
also a casualty in times of discord and fear. Ultimately, security depends
upon the goodwill of citizens in a civil society where the social contract
must be held in nearly sacred trust. For the most part, I've been at
ease in the host countries where I've taught. Sadly, many of us now
work in schools amidst societies where trust and goodwill can no
longer be taken for granted and consequently the physical safety of
the school community has become a crucial issue.
Security depends upon the goodwill of citizens

And yet some of the personal walls inside educational communities,
although less stationary or even less visible, are more difficult to
understand. When I enter the teacher's workroom in my current
school in Beirut, I walk past the bulletin board where someone has
anonymously posted a photocopy of an upside down American flag.
That's a public and personal statement, which challenges and criticizes.
If I take it personally, as an attack in terms of my American identity,
I will become defensive and emotionally build a wall of protection or
perhaps become enraged. If I look at it as a sign of a healthy community
that allows for freedom of expression I can intellectually rationalize

it being posted. No matter what angle I take, I find myself having to
consider my identity as an American more fully than I've had to do
in the past because reaction to American foreign policy has become
highly charged.

Ironically, during the past few years, I've felt more at ease on the
streets of the communities in the Middle East where I've taught for
a decade, than I have felt inside the school buildings where I teach.
In Turkey, where I worked with teachers from at least 12 nations, I
grew weary and wary of the lunchtime litany of accusations against
the United States. "Aren't you ashamed to be a member of such a
bankrupt culture?" asked a colleague. I wish his question had been an
invitation to talk, but it wasn't. He didn't want a dialogue. When I
attempted to respond, he moved away from the lunch table. I had
been denied a voice and I felt enraged, so enraged I felt myself building
a wall in order to insulate myself from pain. The problem with this
insulation is that it numbs sensibility.

The black feminist writer and New York educator, bell hooks
(she chooses not to capitalize her name), often writes about the
cultivation of particular sensibilities she feels are needed in educators.
One such sensibility she terms "critical consciousness," or a kind of
reflection inviting self-interrogation rather than social accusation. I
share her view on the necessity for such reflection. As a black feminist,
she gives the example of how she had, in effect, built her own razor-
wire security wall against black rappers whose lyrics advocated violence
against women. Hooks had made up her mind that such singers were
less than human, less than worthy. She changed her mind when she
realized she had not been granting to rappers like Ice Cube what she
was claiming for herself — a voice.

Voices which grate against our personal values, as Ice Cube's did
initially in regard to bell hooks, often arise in times of discord and
can unseat our sense of what the world is or should be. Often, in order
to be heard, some voices are so full of "passionate intensity" they strike
us as worthy of being silenced because of their crude inarticulateness.
The actions of suicide bombers (a voice of sorts) is difficult to
contemplate and it seems natural and right to deny them their way
of speaking since they harm others. But what if we allow ourselves to
listen, to take a look at what most repels us? What if we allow ourselves
to look and listen and not to judge? What if my colleague's question
about shame in being an American is one I should address even if
there is aggression behind the question? Where do I actually stand on
such a question? What are my convictions? Does it matter to my
teaching? Parents want the SAT scores to be high and the letter of
recommendation for college to be good. All I need do is teach my
subject; after all, that's what I'm paid to do. So why makes things
difficult through questioning?

Should our classrooms be connected to who we are as people
in the world?

It's easier to ignore the "passionate intensity", the havoc of the
world, and walk into the school building and close the door and create
my own little world. The rationalization of having too much to cover
and so little time to do so is the usual rationalization for going ahead
with the lesson and keeping to the lesson plan no matter what. Allowing
the outside in and listening to the babble tends to complicate one's
thinking and put into question the worth of what one is doing: "The

BY MARY OPALENICK
American Community School,
Beirut, Lebanon

SECURITY WALLS

 continued on page 25
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This is the first of a two-part series
on clarification of the role of trustees
in overseas school governance.  The
next article in the Fall, 2005, issue
will deal with assessing the ‘job
performance’ of trustees and their
boards.

In my work with overseas school
board over these last 40 years as
a school head and consultant, I
have been taken by the disparity
in the number of hours donated
on behalf of their schools by
many trustees.  Some are engaged
in school governance activities

for 20 to 30 hours a week, some for as little as three or four hours per
month. Many trustees complain about the long hours, and about long
meetings, some of which I have seen lasting as much as nine hours!
Trustees ask, “Why am I working so hard?”

I wish I could say that my experience indicated that the longer
and harder they work, the better the school of whose governance they
have been entrusted.  Unfortunately, I have learned that the inverse
is true, the less work and time used by trustees in school business, the
more effective their school.  It’s the old 80-20 law, 80% of the time
of people engaged in an enterprise is spent on the least important
20% of what that enterprise accomplishes.  Trustees work too hard!
There are reasons for both the long hours and the lack of constructive
production.

But, the worst outcome of this syndrome is the effect that the
reputation of the required time involvement has upon the potential
for recruiting the best minds in the community.  If indeed these are
the best minds, they should flee from what might appear to them to
be a waste of time involved in trivia, tedium, and minutiae.  An old
adage has it that small minds discuss people, average minds discuss
events, but that great minds discuss ideas.  If board work is relegated
to something other than ideas, trying to divine a nebulous future more
clearly, contributing something lasting, why would a ‘great’ mind offer
to become involved?

When I was first starting out over 50 years ago as a new teacher
in a public school district in Westchester County, New York, out of
curiosity I attended the annual open meeting of my school board.  It
was at this meeting that the election of new board members was held.
 Two members were being elected for five-year terms.  Six candidates
were on the ballot.  When the counting was over and the ‘winners’
announced, many of those present came over to offer their condolences
to them!  They congratulated the losers!  It was then I decided that I
had to study this phenomenon, which became part of my doctoral
thesis.  It all had to do with being chained to the boardroom table for
what were to be interminable plunges into trivial nonsense, at least
most of the time.

Then, why, indeed, do trustees work so hard?  I have arrived at
some conclusions that I offer for the reader’s consideration.

1. They want to! They feel their presence on the board requires
them to do something.  If they are not busy, they are slacking at the
work.  Their time is the community’s.  “I am not here paid (of course,

MEMO TO THE BOARD – WHY AM I WORKING SO HARD?
BY GILBERT C. BROWN

no one on the board is paid) to do nothing.  I want to know everything
so that I may do something!  Honestly, deep down inside, if they
wanted to be more efficient and effective, make better decisions, they
would spend time finding a process, a modus operandi, requiring less
of their time.  They would know that some boards and trustees of
great schools don’t spend all this time on whatever it is that takes so
much time of their boards.  They would review their processes and
emulate an admired paradigm.

2. They don’t have a position description.  Everyone in the
organization has one, but trustees don’t.  “We do everything around
here!”  meaning we do whatever pleases us whenever it pleases us.
Not only does the individual trustee not have a clear position description,
but neither does the board as a body.  The only documents that may
look like a position description are the articles of incorporation (or
association, in some cases) and the bylaws.  These may have been
written decades before.  No one remembers them.  Yet they set forth
the legal responsibilities of trustees in their required performance.
And, they are inadequate unless regularly reviewed and edited to
confront evolving conditions and pressures.

3. They are doing someone else’s job!  Does a trustee ever stop
to ask, “Why am I doing this?  Isn’t this the head of school’s job? Is
this someone else’s worry?  Why are we paying these people if I have
to do their jobs? Who is the real ‘owner’ of this problem?”  Or even
to say to the assembled board when a topic at a meeting arises that
doesn’t concern it, “That’s not our department!”

4. Ah, but reasons must exist why trustees accept topics
mentioned in paragraph 3 above rather than pass them back to the
real owner.  First, assuming someone else’s responsibilities may be
easier than assuming one’s own!  It may be a great deal easier to attack
a minor problem than to face the truly daunting tasks of strategic
thinking, looking into the future.  It is easier to do than to think!
Second, trustees may feel they can do the job, solve the problem,
better than the person who is supposed to do it.  And they may be
right!  But, assuming they are right and this one time can find a better
response than an employee, termed ‘micromanagement,’ trustees
usually serve a short fixed term.  When the trustee is no longer present,
who, then, will solve the problem?  (Oh, I thought I heard a voice
say, “Who cares? I won’t be here. I got mine, let the next board get
theirs!”  Please refer to the definition of trustee: someone who is
supposed to leave the asset they received in trust in better condition
for the next generation than the condition in which it was received,
not even in the same condition!  Shame on whoever said that, or even
thought it!  Trustees are not boat owners whose two happiest days are
the day they came on the board and the day they left it!)    Whatever
the cost may be in temporary lesser efficiency of asking people to
perform at expected acceptable levels, in the strategic long run, little
accrues to the effectiveness of any organization when people are not
motivated, trained and given the needed resources to do their own
jobs at more effective levels with the passage of time.  The danger here
lies in trustees becoming ‘enablers,’ making decisions for subordinates
they see as weaker than they, abetting and the perpetuation of leadership
and employee incompetence, enabling weak employees to flee from
the reality of their responsibilities.

5. Trustee believe their principal role is to save money for the
school, get things done ‘on the cheap’ for the benefit of their constituents.
 Hello?  It’s time for a reality check.  No one will ever remember a
trustee for governing a school through the prism of less cost than
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previously.  This is not an argument for wastefulness.  To the contrary,
it is an appeal for trustees to face their real responsibility.  Trustees
must use available resources in the wisest manner to give the community
the breadth of program its children need to succeed in an increasingly
complex international governmental, social and economic structure.
 If a trustee want to be remembered for accomplishments, add a
needed program in ethical values, in understanding democracy with
its needs and limitations, in advancing academic standards in arts and
science, in those that will assure success of the school’s clients as they
continue their education at higher levels, and throughout their lifetimes.
That’s the real economy of strategic thought, providing unlimited
future benefit for current investment.  And call it that, a school budget
properly applied by a board with strategic goals is an investment, not
an expense!  The board, doing its job, must feel that its planned
investment will yield dividend benefits long into the future.

6. The real lure of ‘doing’ things rather than thinking strategy
for future development is the immediate satisfaction one receives from
making a tactical decision.  A trustee complains about the cleanliness
of the building, and, bingo, someone cleans it up!  “I did something
and look at the results!”  This is very rewarding to those who need
instant gratification about busses running on time, better food in the
cafeteria, better appearing and behaved students, better newsletters.
Instant gratification is not in the job description of trustees.  That’s
not their department.  Their department is the one aspect of
organizational design that cannot be performed by others in the
organization – and that cannot be left undone! Where is this school
supposed to be in ‘x’ years, and how will we provide the resources to
get there?  What does anything we do effect the achievement of our

stated mission?  No one else in the organization has time for this deep
thought process, considering that everyone must have a full-time job
as described in his or her position descriptions.  If the board does not
do it, worse than having it go begging is that someone unauthorized
will usurp this function leading the institution down a path by default
that no one desires.  The board is there to prevent this, by doing its
job.

The key to successful board operation is for a trustee to ask, at
the very first meeting of a new board, what the operating principals
are for judging job performance of each trustee and for the effectiveness
of the board as a whole.  Time spent on limiting the role of the board
and of individual trustees, and clarifying the role of the board’s sole
employee, the head of school, is time well spent.  It will sharpen and
shorten meetings, reduce time spent in the 80% now devoted to trivia,
but, best of all, it will free the board and its members to concentrate
on the truly vital strategically important phenomena that characterize
great educational institutions.

This is the twenty-sixth in a series of articles published in Inter Ed
since 1995 on development of American/International school boards.  Dr.
Brown is former president of AAIE and retired head of the American
School of Rio de Janeiro and of the Lincoln School in Costa Rica, where
he served a total of 28 years.  He is author of A Handbook for the
Development of American/International School Boards, a boxed set of 25
“Memo to the Board” booklets, Developing the Chair of the American
International Overseas School Board, and Untangling the Web of Financial
Reporting: A Primer for Trustees. Dr. Brown is a consultant in development
programs to overseas school boards.  Email:  2417gilbrown@msn.com

What can be learned about the life experiences of TCK children
of IS educators who have been raised in IS outside their home country?
Perceptions of Adult Third Culture Kids were explored as they reflected
on their experiences as children of IS educator parents. A public call
to professional associations resulted in a data base of potential
participants from which six were selected according to: age 18-26,
North American nationality, two parents employed in IS during child’s
adolescence, and current enrollment or graduation from university.
Qualitative methodology elicited responses through guided interview
and follow up questions which were sent and received via email. Four
counselors with rich experience in IS were interviewed, for triangulation.

Four themes emerged from the six case studies: (a) extremely
tight bonds and relationships within educator families, (b) ambivalence
about life experiences, (c) sensitivity to multiple and intersecting roles
in IS community, and (d) positive achievement, attitudes and
adjustment.

Findings: (a) The plurality of roles is omnipresent, (b) The
management of role plurality develops sensitivity to role diversity, (c)
The intersection or blurring of roles causes ambivalent feelings, such
as well being, advantage, security and happiness, and, confusion,
awkwardness, angst and frustration.  The higher the visibility of the

DOCTORAL ABSTRACT - PERCEPTIONS OF CHILDREN OF
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL EDUCATORS: A STUDY OF THIRD

CULTURE KIDS (TCK)
BY ETTIE ZILBER
Director, American School of Barcelona, Spain

parent  the greater the negative feelings of the child, particularly in
secondary school,  (d) This family bond has a deeper dimension than
for other expatriate families, (e) The participants are proud, aware and
appreciative of their parents’ careers, (f ) The relationships forged with
other educators function like a surrogate extended family, (g) The
adjustment to university relocation may be due to a combination of
factors, (h) The attitude toward the host nationals comes from parent
modeling and school profile, (i) The participants are high achievers
and active in extra-curricular activities; 33% chose a career in education,
(j) The IS orientation for new families has a long term impact on
attitudes toward the sponsoring group.

Implications: Findings may help educators make informed
decisions about an overseas career. They may potentially impact
recruitment, retention of educators in international schools and
orientation and counseling of all members of the international school
community. They may help administrators, counselors and colleagues
better understand the educator-family unit. Conclusions and
recommendations may help inform relationships within the IS
community constituents.

Dr. Zilber may be reached at ezilber@a-s-b.com
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Graduation at AIS was only two days away.  Classes were over,
the seniors were in a relaxed mood as their goal of diplomas was soon
to be achieved.

Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Blake had invited all 72 seniors, their
teachers, and the principal, to an evening barbeque at their home.
Mr. Merrill was president of an insurance company, and a graduate
of AIS 27 years earlier.  He had been a member and chair of the board
for many years.  He wanted his youngest son, the last of his family to
graduate, to have a party just as he had given his older children, a
party just like he had decades before at his graduation, except then
it was held in a restaurant without adults present.  He felt that today’s
‘children’ weren’t as mature as he remembered his youthful companions
had been.  Adult supervision was needed to avoid the excesses of
modern youth.

Not all seniors appeared.  Some arrived with friends, juniors at
AIS, or who attended other schools.  AIS alumni home on vacation
from university ‘crashed’ the party with good wishes as their friends
went into the ‘real world.’  About 80 teenagers were present, 16
teachers and spouses, plus the principal and his wife.

After being greeted by the hosts on arrival, the principal was
greeted by a waiter offering a tray with a choice of soft drinks, wine,
gin tonics, rum cokes and Scotch whiskey on ice.  He thought little
of it, assuming the alcoholic beverages were for the adults and the soft
drinks for the students.  But as he entered the outdoor patio to students’
cheers and good-natured wisecracks, he saw a student drawing a glass
of beer from a keg, some with glasses that appeared to contain alcohol,
and others being served from trays of mixed drinks.

The principal always warned that school rules prohibited use of
alcoholic beverages on school grounds, and during school trips and
school-sponsored functions.  Board policy mandated suspension of
students for abuse of this regulation, and possible expulsion.  He
became uneasy about this ‘private’ dinner since the invitations had
been distributed at school and announced in the school’s bulletin.

He pulled the high school counselor aside and told her of his
concern of being with kids who were served alcohol, no matter who
did it.  It was a violation of the legal drinking age of 18 years since.
some were younger.  He had no idea that alcohol would be made
available to students.  The presence of faculty, and his attendance,
could be misinterpreted as the school’s approval, or sponsorship, of
what was occurring.  He asked her advice on how he should proceed.

She told him not to worry.  This was a private function, not
sponsored by the school.  The parents of the students knew that
alcohol would be served, along with the food as at all parties.  “This
is a different environment where alcohol is not looked upon as a
violation of some Puritan code.  Kids drink in this country from their
early teens.  It’s normal, the kids expect it.  They know how to behave
themselves.  No one gets drunk. That would be antisocial, immature
behavior, a disgraceful embarrassment.”

CASE – IT WAS A GREAT PARTY!
The principal felt relieved.  It’s too late now, he thought, to do

anything about this.  It would be rude to suggest other standards to
the hosts in their own home.  He should act as an appreciative guest,
doing nothing to make them uncomfortable, upsetting the party.

What neither he nor anyone else could know, when the party
ended before midnight, some would do something that would end in
disaster.  The principal stayed until the last student left.  All seemed
in full control of their faculties, sober, thanking the hosts in clear
speech for an evening of wonderful food and companionship.  They
drove away quite sanely.  Some had drivers waiting.  His feeling of
relief was to be short-lived.

A group of the boys decided to continue at a local bar that was
open until dawn.  The drinking got heavy.  At about 2 AM, one who,
according to his classmates, was inebriated left to drive home.  He fell
asleep, so he said, and hit a pedestrian at the side of the road, killing
him. The boy was unhurt, but could not get out of the car, wrecked
against a tree. Police arrived to free him, sensed alcohol, noted his lack
of control, and arrested him for DWI and vehicular homicide.

The details quickly spread through the AIS community.  The
accident appeared in an interior page of the local paper with the others
that had occurred.  No special note was taken on the front page.  The
boy was not from a socially prominent family, nor was the pedestrian.
It was just another automobile accident that occur daily.

A few days later, at his arraignment, the boy’s lawyer entered a
not guilty plea, alleging contributory negligence on the part of AIS
and the Blake family for serving beverages that were inappropriate for
high school students, although he was of legal drinking age.  The writ
alleged had his parents known he would be drinking they would have
prohibited him use of their car.  Those who had accompanied him to
the bar knew what had happened but none would tell the correct
story, in solidarity with their classmate’s efforts to avoid imprisonment.
The story had been gossiped so that everyone, including the Blakes
and the principal, knew the truth. But when it appeared they might
be subpoenaed to testify against their friend, the stories began to
change, each one retained counsel, silence became the rule.

A week after the indictment, an inspector from the Ministry of
Education, and another from the Ministry of Health, appeared at the
school to take depositions from the principal and the teachers who
were present at the party.  The alleged reason was violation of federal
education and health statutes regulating the serving of controlled
substances to students and minors in a school setting.

The Case Study in board/administrator situations in American
International schools is a regular feature of each issue.  Cases are analyzed
in a maximum of 250 words by school heads and board members.  Inter
Ed invites your participation and support.  If you have a case you would
like analyzed, or if you would like to be an analyst, please send cases or
your interest to Gilbert C. Brown at AAIE.  Email:   Cases are limited
to 750 words and should be fictionalized to avoid school identification.
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By allowing invitations to be distributed
at school and announcing it in the school
bulletin the school, in effect, became part of
this event.   The principal should have
consulted in advance with the Blakes to see
what were their plans for the party. This was
not done, so he was faced with a difficult
decision when he arrived at the party.

Once the principal saw that alcohol was
present, he should have been thinking school
policy and not feeling relief from his
counselor’s assurances. He should have advised
the hosts of the school policy and politely
told them that he could not stay.  By staying,
he was condoning the serving of alcohol.
He should have also informed other school
staff members of why he was leaving.

This action may not have prevented the
school from being charged by the authorities
of being in violation of the “…statutes
regulating the serving of controlled substances
to students and minors n a school setting.”
However, it would demonstrate that school
officials did not condone the serving of alcohol
to the students and the school could argue
that it did not know in advance that alcohol
would be served. .

In some of our overseas schools, high school
dances, proms and graduation parties are not
school functions because of the alcohol issue.
 It behooves us to be careful about observing
school policies and making sure these events
are not perceived as school sponsored if we
know policy will  not be followed.

Mr. Randall may be reached at drandall@ras.ma

In many cultures within our international
milieu, alcohol and tobacco use follows a
broader range of laws and mores than in the
United States.  Most schools overseas have
controlled substance policies to uphold the
law. These policies apply on campus and for
school activities extended off campus.

It is unfortunate that the principal did
not check beforehand regarding alcohol use.
 It was a private party and the likelihood of
the party being perceived as the extension of
the graduation should have raised a red flag.
 As soon as he realized his discomfort about
the situation, he should have expressed
concerns to the host regarding student welfare,
reputation of the school, and legal
implications.   The host then should have
been asked to reconsider serving alcohol to
students. If the host continued serving alcohol,
or allowed students to continue serving
themselves, the principal would have been
wise to gather those teachers present to explain
and advise them to leave with him.  Since it
was a private party, responsibility for it clearly
belonged to the host.

If alcohol continued  to be served to
students, it would have been prudent for staff
to leave and disassociate themselves from the
party.  It is a hard decision but after reasonable
attempts to control the situation, one has to
think about reputation and legal implications
personally and for the school.  Contacting
parents or collecting car keys of those students
present are other steps that could have been
taken.  What would you have done?

Mr. Meyer may be reached at director@iso.bf

BY PATRICK MEYER
Director
International School of Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso

WHAT A PARTY!

Prohibiting student alcohol use is
probably a universally adopted policy in
American/international schools.  Cultural
differences regarding alcoholic beverages often
fly in the face of such policies, and parents
and school officials may look the other way. 
Having looked away, this principal is in hot
water.  
 

It seems that policies are clear, but not
consistently observed.  Policy review should
be a mainstay of an annual orientation for
new members, done with the entire Board.
 That review should specifically focus on
critical policies and include discussion between
the school head, new Board members, and
continuing Board members about what they
say and mean.  Policies on alcohol, drugs,
expulsion, grievance procedures, and others
issues that regularly arise should be discussed
and the operational implications understood
by all.  
 

Students drinking in a bar resulted in a
tragedy that may or may not have been avoided
had they not started at the party, but doing
nothing tacitly condoned student drinking in
general.  The principal could have approached
Mr. Blake at the party to address the problem
and perhaps stopped the direction established.
 Not easy, but a lot easier than the position
they are in as a result of the party going
forward. 
 

With the inspectors on the doorstep, the
principal should stall as long as he can while
getting his lawyer on the phone.  Hopefully,
he and his Board had already been working
with counsel.  In any case, it seems the
outcome will be largely tied to how good the
school’s lawyer is!

Mr. Johnston may be reached at director@coto
paxi.k12.ec
 

LOOKING AWAY LEADS
TO LEGAL COUNSEL

BY WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Director, Academia Cotopaxi, Quito, Ecuador

BY DAVID RANDALL
Director, Rabat American School, Morocco

CAVEAT – WHERE’S
POLICY IN ALL THIS?
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From the Tri-Association

A joint AASSA/College Board/Tri-Association Conference was
held in Quito, Ecuador at the J.W. Marriott Hotel, April 7-9 with
three strands:

* Curriculum Development/Differentiation
* College Board/Florida Atlantic University College Counselors
* Black Board

The Curriculum strand was an AERO OSAC project sponsored
series of workshops sharing the Curriculum work done in the AERO
Project.

Along with NAESP, Lehigh University, and SUNY Buffalo the
Tri-Association will sponsor the Early Education, Principals’ and
Counselors’ Institutes leading to international certificates and graduate
credits.  ICLLC will be held at the Hotel Krystal in Puerto Vallarta ,
Mexico, as follows:

July 4-9 • Early Childhood Education Institute
•   Counseling Institute II
•   Principal Leadership Institute

July 11-16 *   Counseling Institute I
*   Ed. Technology Institute

∑
Dr. Janie Pollock continues working in the region on Curriculum

Development, Revision and Assessment.  She will be hosting a summer
weeklong workshop July 17-22 in Colorado for a limited number of
school teams.

The Association will hold its 24th Annual Educators’ Conference
in San Jose, Costa Rica at Real Inter Continental Hotel October 12-
14, hosted by the Country Day School under the leadership of Robert
Trent.

Several Pre Conference Institutes are planned:

October 10 &11 • Curriculum Design and Mapping
• Developing Habits of the Mind
• Creating an Adaptive School
• Supporting English Language Learners

October 11 * Building Blocks of School Security
* AP World History
* AP Comparative Government & Politics

From the Association of American Schools in Central America
(AASCA)

The ASSCA directors will meet this spring in Tegucigalpa, May
6-8, 2005.

The following activities are planned:

Basketball Invitational MUN Invitational
April 13-17 April 22-24
Escuela Americana, Lincoln School, Costa Rica
San Salvador, El Salvador Hacia Democracy

Directors' Meeting
May 6-8, 2005
American School of Tegucigalpa, Tegucigalpa, Honduras

REGIONAL DOINGS
From the Association of Colombian and Caribbean American Schools
(ACCAS)

Gini Rojas will be visiting the Dominican Republic sponsored
by ACCAS on May 9 and 10.  This is a follow up to work that the
organization has been doing in ESL strategies for the mainstream
teachers.

From the Association of Mexican American Schools (ASOMEX)

The ASOMEX directors will hold their spring meeting
May 21-22 at Instituto San Roberto in San Agustin, Mexico.

Soccer (Inf/Juv./Girls) Model U. N. Invitational Event
April 14-17 April 28- May 1
American School of Tampico American School of Durango

Boys Soccer (2-3) Soccer (Juv A/Boys)
Invitational Event May 13-15
May 5-9 American School of Pachuca

Directors’ Conference
May 21-22, 2005
Instituto San Roberto

Mary Virginia Sanchez, Tri-Association Executive Director, may be
reached at marysanc@uio.satnet.net

From the Central and Eastern European Schools Association (CEESA)

Positive things have happened since the last update; board meetings,
AC/AD meetings, teacher and student events, etc.  The Fall CEESA
Newsletter was posted.  Unfortunately, we had a negative experience
with the robbery of the CEESA office losing my computer and petty
cash. We were lucky that Cilla's desktop computer was not taken and
that my computer's important material was backed-up.  The positives
far outweighed the negative.

Our meeting in Helsinki was a great success in no small part
because of the efforts of our host, Bob Woods.  We worked hard and
enjoyed the city between meetings.  Special thanks go to the AC/ADs
who attended and wrestled with the thorny issues of over-subscribed
events and equitable treatment of all our schools.  These are issue we
have faced for some time and it was great that they were able to buckle-
down and create a proposal that the CEESA board adopted.  I am
continually impressed by how hard these people work on behalf of
our students.  No wonder our sports and student events are the envy
of so many schools outside the region.

I heard a presentation from the head of the State Department
office responsible for overseeing the new security funds.  This money
has already gone a long way to help our schools upgrade their security
and a new phase is starting which may offer more.  This
meeting in Washington always makes me proud to "show the CEESA
flag" and brag a bit about all the things we do.  We still remain unique
in offering so much to our students.

Information on upcoming CEESA events:

April 8-9 MS Knowledge Bowl Belgrade
Contact person:  Steve Wilson, <swilson@isb.co.yu> or
<cwison@isb.co.yu>
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April 14-16   PreK-1 JAL    Vilnius
Contact person:  Austeja Landsbergiene, <austulle@takas.lt>

May 20-21   Cultural Arts Festival   St. Petersburg
Contact person:  Steve Minor, <steve.miner@aas.ru>

CEESA Conference: 17-18 March 2006, TBA

David Cobb, Executive Director of CEESA, may be reached at
office@ceesa.org

From the Near East South Asia Council of Overseas Schools (NESA)

NESA has become interested in a recent study showing that
National Board Teacher Certification is an effective indicator of teacher
quality. A recently published research study looked at the link between
student achievement in high school mathematics and National Board
Certification

The study, conducted by The CNA Corporation, a non-profit
research and analysis institution, found that National Board Certified
Teachers (NBCT) did a better job than other teachers in raising 9th
and 10th graders math test scores in Dade County, Florida.

The study of more than 100,000 student records found that
teachers with NBC were particularly effective with students who have
special needs. Linda Cavalluzzo was the chief investigator of the study.
Her methodology and findings were presented November 12 at the
Consortium for Policy Research in Education’s National Conference
on Teacher Compensation and Evaluation in Chicago. The paper, “Is
National Board Certification an Effective Signal of Teacher Quality?”
is available online at www.cna.org

All 50 states and more than 500 school districts provide some
sort of incentive for teachers to seek NBC. As a result, it is important
to consider ways in which NBC can be used to raise student achievement
in NESA schools.

NESA and the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
have joined a partner-ship that includes grant funds for NBPTS
candidates from NESA schools. Information is located on the NESA
website in the “Resources” section: www.nesacenter.org. Or, contact
NESA’s NB Candidate Subsidy Administrator, Joan Peterson:
jpeterso@wested.org

NESA salutes the following teachers pursuing national board
certification:  Heba Anwar – Schutz International School, Alexandria,
Egypt; Tricia Apel – The American Embassy School, New Delhi,
India; Warren Apel - The American Embassy School, New Delhi,
India; Kree Barrus – American Community School of Abu Dhabi,
UAE; Genta Branstetter - The American Embassy School, New Delhi,
India; Kris Bezzerides - American Community School of Abu Dhabi,
UAE; Richard Fitzpatrick – American Int’l School in Egypt, Cairo;
Vania Gillette – Carol Morgan School, Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic;  Thomas Greer - The American School of Kuwait, Hawalli;
 Tiffany Greer – The American School of Kuwait, Hawalli; Brent
Loken – International School of Islamabad, Pakistan; Gita Macdonald
- Schutz International School, Alexandria, Egypt; Marion Proud –
The American Embassy School, New Delhi, India; Alicia Suwaina -
American Community School of Abu Dhabi, UAE; Alan Torrigino
– Cairo American College, Egypt;  Greta Zimmerman - American
Community School of Abu Dhabi, UAE

Congratulations go to Sara Kaste of The American International
School of Muscat-Oman, who was awarded National Board
Certification in Early Adolescent Mathematics.

Inter Ed thanks the contributor of this section, Laura Canellopoulou
of the NESA office.  She and David Chojnacki, NESA Executive Director,
may be reached at nesa@ath.forthnet.gr

From the East Asia Regional Council of Overseas Schools (EARCOS)

The EARCOS 2005 Administrators' Conference, (Manila,
Philippines at the EDSA Shangri-La), Oct. 29-Nov. 1, 2005

ETC 2006 Teachers' Conference, (ETC) Manila, Philippines at
the Shangri-La, March 30 - April 1, 2006

EARCOS 2006 Administrators' Conference, Shangri-La, Bangkok,
Thailand, Nov. 3-6, 2006

ETC 2007 Teachers' Conference,  (ETC) Shangri-La, Bangkok,
Thailand, March 29-31, 2007

EARCOS 2007 Administrators' Conference, venue to be
determined, Nov. 3-6,
2007

Bob Sills, currently at the Walworth Barbour School in Israel,
will assume the Executive Director’s position effective July 1.  Dick
and Sherry Krazcjar will return to the US to reside in Wyoming.  Dick
will begin as full-time Executive Director of AAIE on that date.

Dick Krazcjar, Executive Director of EARCOS, may be reached at
dickk@mozcom.com

From the Association of International Schools in Africa (AISA)

The office of the Association of International Schools in Africa
is absolutely buzzing with activity and excitement as we begin new
initiatives and carry on with the old.

We have just completed two weekend institutes led by Dr. Wanda
Dean on “Planning and Implementing a Standards Based Curriculum.”
Wanda is a gifted consultant, and with the support of the Office of
Overseas Schools and OSAC, she used the AERO standards as a base
and helped participants understand and develop standards based units.
Wanda will return to the fall conferences to do follow-up with these
groups.

We are extremely excited about the new AISA Virtual School.
Eleven participants from eight AISA schools went to Washington,
DC, for training using Blackboard in early March.  We are well on
our way.  A number of participants will attend the JOSTI program
in June to further their skills, and each fall conference will also include
training sessions.  We believe this is important for our region and our
students.

Planning for fall conferences is well under way.  October
conferences will be held in Yaounde, Cameroon; Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania; and Harare, Zimbabwe. Consultants include Peter Cobb,
Ochan Powell, Heidi Hayes Jacobs, Bob Garmston, Jerry Ellis, Harvey
Alvey, Ken O’Connor, Anne Soderman, Sherry Schiller, Vicki Lein,
Jill Johnson, Wanda Dean, Clark Kirkpatrick, and more!  Our own
Paul Poore, AAIE Superintendent of the Year, will keynote at each
conference venue.

Come join us at AISA 2005!

Miffie Greer, Executive Director of AISA, may be reached at
miffie@pop.isk.ac.ke
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From the European Council of International Schools (ECIS)

As we go to press, ECIS is gearing up for its 40th Anniversary
Conference in Prague, Czech Republic. The 500+ delegates will hear
the former President of Poland, Lech Walesa, give the keynote address.
Three days of in-depth presentations and institutes for school heads,
deputies, trustees/governors, business managers and development
officers will be supplemented by a cultural day, anniversary concert
and gala dinner dance for all delegates.

The following events have recently taken place, and all were very
well received by attendees: ECIS ESL & Mother Tongue Conference:
Language Forum, March 3-5 2005; ECIS IT Conference, March 4-
6 2005 and the ECIS Librarians’ Conference, 10-13 March 2005.

Wheels are turning for the ECIS Conference in The Hague,
Netherlands from 17-20 November 2005. As usual, we are expecting
in excess of 3,000 teachers, administrators, college professors, counselors,
school secretaries and health educators. Keynote speakers will shortly
be announced: please see the ECIS website www.ecis.org for news.

Also please mark your calendar for the ECIS Early Childhood
Conference, 3-5 March 2006 in Waterloo, Belgium; and the ECIS
Administrators’ Conference in Cyprus from 20-23 April 2006.

 ECIS has been working with Fieldwork Education and the
National Association of Headteachers to develop The International
Leadership and Management Program (ILMP). This is a professional
development program for all those working in senior positions in
international schools. Participants develop their leadership capacity
through a blended learning approach that includes residential, online
and experiential learning.

Dixie McKay, Executive Director of ECIS, may be reached at
dixiemckay@ecis.org

From the Mediterranean Association of International Schools

The 2005 MAIS Annual Conference will be held in Paris, France
from November 3 to7, 2005, with the theme: "A Path to Global
Community."   Conference location will be the Hilton Hotel, Paris
www.hilton.com

An outstanding program is planned including many noted experts
in various specialized areas of education.  Expert presenters will offer
both general sessions and workshops. The 2005 MAIS Conference
Program is designed to address the needs of teachers, administrators
and school board members in their efforts to remain abreast of the
most current research, trends, practices, and their applications in
today's dynamic field of education. With workshops focused on the
interests and responsibilities of each element of school leadership and
community, elementary and secondary faculty, counselors, librarians,
administrators and board members will all benefit from targeted
workshops. In the general sessions, non-specific workshops, and social
activities, the environment will allow for exchange among all delegates
to promote coordination and cooperation for quality in the School
Community.

MAIS is in its 15th year since it was founded, with the joining
of the Maghreb Association and the Iberian Council of International
Schools. MAIS currently has 25 Member Schools located in Spain,
Italy, Portugal, France, Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, and Cyprus Associate
memberships are available to schools, colleges, businesses and interested
individuals and organizations worldwide. All MAIS member schools
have an American based curriculum; however, its geographical location,
student body and diversity of nationalities influence each.  The MAIS

focus is to help its members provide an American education in an
international setting. Members have many opportunities to meet with
colleague schools through their participation at the Annual Conference
and other activities throughout the year.

Ms. Reina O’Hale, Executive Director, may be reached at rohale@mais-
web.org  Further information is available at http://www.mais-web.org/

Abstract

The purpose of this study was to determine a definition and
appropriate assessment methods of intercultural competence as agreed
upon by a panel of nationally-known intercultural experts.  This
information was validated by a sample of higher education
administrators and can be used by administrators in identifying and
assessing intercultural competence as a student outcome of
internationalization efforts.

The process and procedures used to develop and validate this
information were a 3-round Delphi technique involving the intercultural
experts, along with an institutional questionnaire to higher education
administrators involved in internationalization efforts. The Delphi
technique is a reiterative, interactive process between a researcher and
a panel of experts, often with the goal of reaching consensus among
panelists.  Three rounds of questions were communicated to the panel
through the use of electronic mail.  Experts generated and submitted
definitions of intercultural competence, refined those definitions, and
reached some agreement on key elements of intercultural competence
and appropriate assessment methods.  In addition, higher education
administrators participated in the final round of the Delphi to indicate
their acceptance or rejection of the data developed by the intercultural
experts.

Conclusions made from this study include elements of intercultural
competence and assessment methods upon which both the intercultural
experts and administrators agreed, resulting in the first study to
document consensus on intercultural competence.  Primary findings
include a preference for a general definition of intercultural competence
among both experts and administrators.  Moreover, the definition of
intercultural competence continues to evolve as scholars refine the
term further through on-going research.  Both groups agreed that it
is possible to assess degrees of intercultural competence and in so
doing, that it is best to use a mix of quantitative and qualitative
methods to assess intercultural competence, including interview,
observation, and judgment by self and others.  Two models of
intercultural competence, along with an assessment guide on
intercultural competence, are presented based on the findings of the
study.

The full dissertation is available at http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/theses/
available/etd-06162004-000223/unrestricted/etd.pdf    The article in
NAFSA’s International Educator, May 2004 is available at:
http://www.nafsa.org/content/ProfessionalandEducationalResources/Pub
lications/IE/deardorff.pdf

Dr. Ketterer is former administrator of American international schools
in Nicaragua, Peru, Mexico and Paraguay.  He is President of the Phi
Delta Kappa Chapter at Jacksonville State University and the Immediate
Past President of the Alabama Association of International Educators.
He may be reached at jkettere@jsucc.jsu.edu

UNDERSTANDING INTERCULTURAL...
 continued from page 5
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The whole project has helped build a sense of community within
CNG and with its neighbors.  People from disadvantaged neighborhoods
close to the school now feel a sense of belonging and protect the
campus.  CNG parents speak of encounters with these individuals
who are working in bottom level jobs and who now have a connection
and a sense of mutual appreciation because of the Hogar Nueva
Granada project.

Getting CNG students involved in ‘education’

The second project came about as a request from the Bogota City
Mayor to have private institutions administer new public schools built
to help educate the poorest children in the city who did not have a
school to attend.  CNG felt it needed to respond to this request in
part to give an example of civic responsibility to its students.  The
school formed an alliance with two other private schools and a university
to administer five public schools of 1,000 students each.  Faculty
members from the private institutions have designed the curriculum
and train the teachers.  Faculty and students volunteer their time on

SOCIAL PROJECTS ....  continued from page 5

TREASURER REPORTS AT FEBRUARY ANNUAL
MEETING IN BOSTON

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION -
JUNE 30 OF YEAR INDICATED

ASSETS
         2004    2003

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Grant receivable
          Total Current Assets

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT,
AT COST

Less: accumulated depreciation

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Deferred income
          Total Current Liabilities

NET ASSETS    unrestricted
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AAIE Treasurer Ron Marino reported on the Association’s financial
condition at its annual meeting February.  His report covered the past
2 fiscal years. He reported that AAIE had "turned the corner and that
with continued diligence and fiscal restraint, the Association should
be on its way to a full economic recovery” regaining its former financial
strength. Marino informed the members of several steps the Board

had taken to get finances in order, including new check writing and
investment procedures. He praised Executive Directors Dick Krajczar
and Everett McGlothlin as tenacious in reducing expenditures while
improving the annual conference and member services. The audited
balance sheet and statement of activity as presented to the membership
follow.

RESULTS OF INDEPENDENT AUDIT OF THE ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, INC.

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEARS
ENDED JUNE 30

                 2004               2003

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Support and revenues
Membership dues
Grants
Contributions   
Acknowledgement and
miscellaneous
Investment income

Net assets released from restrictions

Expenses

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN
UNRESTRICTED NET  ASSETS

TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Net assets released from restrictions

TOTAL INCREASE (DECREASE)
IN NET ASSETS

NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$ 30,344
14,955
12,076

5,444
62,189

79,108
(72,479)

6,629
$ 69,448

$ 87,333
6,901

94,234

(24,786)
$ 69,448

$   30,450
2,510

--
5,100

38,060

79,270
(75,253)

4,017
$ 42,077

$ 10,333
--

10,333

31,744
42,077

$ 170,275
117,001

10,025
14,754

--
312,055

--
312,055

(255,525)

56,530

--

56,530

(24,786)

$    31,744

$ 215,456
  75,321

30,760
13,307

(12,014)
322,830

--
322,830

(413,116)

(90,286)

--

(90,286)

65,500

$    24,786

Saturdays to provide enrichment programs.  Students plan joint
activities such as a Model United Nations.  Counselors and social
workers have developed extensive community projects around the
schools.   One of the parents of these schools, who received training
in a parent leadership project, is now running for office as the local
community mayor because of the training and confidence he received
through the school program.  Many recent graduates from these
schools are involved in university or technological training and have
the goal of going back and serving their communities.  Currently, 15
graduates have scholarships in the top university in the country.

These two projects are fulfilling the goal of preparing CNG
graduates to assume their leadership responsibilities.  The experiences
they are receiving help them to develop close relationships and a deep
understanding of people from entirely different social strata.  It has
also changed the image of the school from being an elitist, isolated
institution with foreign interest to an active, involved leader for social
change in the nation.

For further information about these projects, Dr. McCombs may be reached
at mccombs@cng.edu



The Foreign Service Youth Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization established in 1989.  Our mission is to inform, advocate
for and develop transition activities for internationally mobile youth.
These young people are family members of employees of any U.S.
Foreign Affairs Agencies.

      Those of us who are educational or psychological professionals
working with mobile young people and their families, are keenly aware
of their special assets and needs.  Moving every few years, becoming
accustomed to different cultures and adjusting to new schools and
peers can provide a challenge to the hardiest child or adolescent. Add
evacuations, family separations or returning to a “home” that is
completely unfamiliar and you have the picture of a potentially at-
risk young person.

        A better understanding of human development has resulted in
a rejection of the old “pull-up-your-socks” approach to childrearing
and nurturing. As families and individual institutions, we do all we
can. Some insightful individuals also came to understand, however,
that the Foreign Service community must be a village, in the broadest
sense, if our children are to grow into healthy, self-actualized adults.

Sixteen years ago a small group of parents and professionals
decided that a systemic approach to supporting our young people is
a necessity. Official support is superbly provided by official entities
such as the Office of Overseas School and the Family Liaison Office
within the Department of State.  Missing was a less formal compliment
to provide outreach not covered by an official umbrella. Thus the
Foreign Service Youth Foundation was born. Those of us who carry
on today honor the tradition and insight handed on to us by our
founders.  Moving into the 21st century with the goal of continuity
and professionalism, we remain committed to working with official
and unofficial entities to provide a full spectrum of services for our
youth.

      The Foreign Service Youth Foundation sponsors and manages a
wide range of activities for our children, from toddlerhood through
college. Programs are offered based on the characteristics and interests
of various age groups.  Our teen group is called AWAL (Around the
World in a Lifetime). Teenagers often have the most difficulty
transitioning from a small, friendly international school to a large
urban high school. Getting together with other Foreign Service teens
from around the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area makes these
young people feel less “weird” and isolated. Our programs focus on
volunteer work, so important for adolescents, and social and special
interest programs activities. A small sample of the activities that have
taken place the last year include “adopting” the teens from a refugee
center, cleaning up a local historical site and participating in a college
application workshop. Teen volunteerism, both here and abroad, is
recognized in a yearly awards program.  In cooperation with our sister
offices and organizations, award winners are honored at a formal
ceremony in the Department of State attended by the Secretary of
State.

      Younger age groups are organized into the Globe Trotters for ages
9 through 12 and Diplokids for ages 5 through 9. Playgroups, fieldtrips
and family events provide these youngsters, and their parents, an
opportunity to connect with others who have shared their peripatetic
lifestyle.

      Technology has enabled us to better serve families posted abroad
by means of a website www.fsyf.org and an electronically transmitted
newsletter. We recently conducted an on-line needs survey to inform

our choice of programs and services.  FSYF also publishes a range of
monographs related to the needs and interests of mobile families

      Our organization is supported by the generous contributions of
many committed individuals and organizations. We also depend on
the generosity of volunteers who are willing to donate their valuable
time, as well as their resources, to our mission. A single full-time
employee, the Executive Director, coordinates all the programs and
administrative functions. Program Directors and a Webmaster are
contracted on an as-needed basis.

       The importance of our organization is best described in the words
of a sixteen-year- old high school junior. His mother found this school
essay on her computer. With tears in her eyes, and her son’s permission,
she shared it with us.  Part of his essay we share with you.

“I am what I have come to call a Foreign Service Brat. Raised by
parents who both served in the United States Foreign Service, I
am one of a privileged few.  I have traveled to more places in the
last sixteen years than most American citizens will ever visit in
their entire lives. Some of these places I once referred to as my
home.  Kids I have met in the U.S. always exclaim about how
lucky I am to have traveled to and lived in so many different
places.  Of course, I would brag about it as much as I could, but
the truth of the matter is that I would have traded lives with
those kids in a heartbeat.  I always envied children who had the
chance to grow up in the same town with familiar places and
people.

Those citizens and their families who serve in the Foreign
Service are part of an international community. You make
friendships that should last a lifetime. There are many times,
however, when the government stations you in a different country
and you are forced to say goodbye to dear friends. It is always
difficult to say goodbye, especially for a child. It is very frustrating
when you have to move to a new country, go to a new school,
meet new people, and make new friends. I have made this
transition so many times that I have lost touch with every friend
I made while abroad. Since I am an American, and I have finally
made the United States my home, why is it I feel the most
unwanted here?

As I grew up, I always thought that it was unfair for me
to be forced to move all over the world.  I would always imagine
what the normal kids were doing and all that I was missing out
on.  But as I look back on my childhood, I understand now that
I was a normal kid - a normal kid having amazing experiences.
Recently, I have become part of an organization called the Foreign
Service Youth Foundation. By becoming part of the FSYF I have
met other teens who have lived all over the world, who speak
many languages, and with whom I can share my experiences. I
am actually thankful that my parents have given me all the
opportunities that I had while growing up. Being a Foreign
Service Brat has made me who I am today. I would not trade
who I am for anything in the world.”

This is why the Foreign Service Youth Foundation exists.

Pamela Ward is President of the Board of Directors, Foreign Service
Youth Foundation. Currently an educator living in Arlington, Virginia,
she has been a Foreign Service Officer and an international school
administrator.  Ms. Ward and her husband have raised four children in
eight countries.  She may be reached at pamela.ward@verizon.net

BY PAMELA WARDFOREIGN SERVICE YOUTH FOUNDATION
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The meeting atmosphere was
marked by members’ renewed
optimism about the future of their
Association. Accolades for the exemplary
program organization and site selection
went to President Elsa Lamb, Executive Director
Dick Krajczar, and to conference organizers Everett McGlothlin and
Executive Assistant Annie Jenkins, with the able assistance of ever
dependable Frank Hudak and Colleen Hannon.  Sheila Cordeta of
the EARCOS office in Manila also was of great help in designing the
printed program.

Those attending expressed the view of the three days as a great
get together and principal place to connect with colleagues, suppliers,
educational support groups, regional associations, and generally the
entire leadership in international education.  Among the many groups
that met and hosted functions, presentations and meetings during the
Conference were the eight regional associations, the Academy for
International School Heads, US State Department’s Office of Overseas
Schools, The International Educator, the Society Limited to Overseas
School Heads, several regional accrediting associations, International
Schools Services and the Search Associates Advisory Council.

Other highlights included the opening reception, the ever-available
and welcoming hospitality room complete with broadband Internet
access, constant coffee and tempting refreshments all provided through
the generosity of Sodexho, and the visually stunning and awe inspiring
views from the top of Boston’s tallest building, the Prudential Center,
where the Annual Gala Reception was held.

Paul Poore, Director of the Harare International School in
Zimbabwe, opened the third day as AAIE’s Superintendent of the
Year and Distinguished Lecturer.  A graduate of the State University
of New York at Albany, Poore’s 26-year career in education has taken
him to Germany, Greece, Japan, Nepal and for the last seven years,
Zimbabwe.  He has been a teacher and principal in overseas schools,
his first assignment as a school head was in Kathmandu.  He has
served on the board of the Association of International Schools in
Africa (AISA).  Currently he is a member of the Executive Committee
and Treasurer of the Academy for International School Heads (AISH.)

In addition to the honor of the selection, Poore received a US
Savings Bond, was AAIE’s candidate in the American Association of
School Administrator’s (AASA) program to select the Superintendent
of the Year for the United States from among those nominated by the

fifty states, and honored the delegates with his presentation.

In his comments, entitled “Culture: the Space between the Bars,
the Silence between the Notes,” Poore reminded his audience “to serve
the role akin to the Everyman of the medieval play to reflect, take a
stance, and speak not merely as an individual but also as one who
represents and aims to prod our collective conscience.”  His experience
working in schools in underdeveloped countries was his motivation
to address the needs of school culture.

He said, “I have come to realize that the greater the adversity
surrounding the school, the more dire the need for—and the greater
the opportunity to develop--a well-defined culture within the school.
 For it is the school’s culture that provides the framework from which
we and our students make sense of the life and world around us.”  He
reflected back on working in schools with staffs and students who
were better integrated than the members of the United Nations.  The
impact of the global economy has come to divide as much as unite.

He lamented, “while we have a global economy and
telecommunications system, we don’t have a global culture, we don’t
really have global governance or accountability, and we certainly don’t
have a coherent vision of a global future.”  His vision of the role of
the international school in bridging this division of cultures lies in the
promotion of multiculturalism, or at the very least the tolerance of
differences among people.  This role is hindered by the limited nature
of the missions and leadership of the schools, created for educating
children of more affluent classes and “largely headed by white educators
from the first world.”

Poore referred to a Zen adage, “It’s the space between the bars
that holds the tiger.  It’s the silence between the notes that makes the
music,” contending it is the way intercultural literacy is dealt with
that is the space between the bars and the silence between the notes.
He continued, “For effective cross-cultural engagement is dependent
upon possessing the understandings and competencies, attitudes and

 continued from page 139TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE ....
(a) Everett McGlothlin receives the Stan Haas award from Mary Anne Haas and

Forrest Broman of TIE who sponsors this special award in the true spirit and
legacy of Stanley Haas.

(b) Rob Brewitt receives the AAIE 25-year recognition for service
from Elsa Lamb.

(c) AAIE hall of fame inducted Walid Abushakra at our first general
session. L-R: Rima and Walid Abrushakra with the president of

AAIE, Elsa Lamb.
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Character education includes morals, virtues, values, and ethics.
Certain moral truths remain constant across civilizations but the
influence of the culture is a point of contention. It is this source of
cultural influence on morals, virtues, values, and ethics that allows for
further examination as a school attempts to implement a character
education curriculum.

This was an intrinsic case study conducted at the American
Creativity Academy (ACA), an international school in Kuwait delivering
an American based curriculum to a predominantly Muslim student
population. The study was designed for a triangulation of data including
interviews, questionnaires, student focus groups, and classroom
observations. Interviews were open-ended and conducted with
instructional leaders of the boys and girls elementary schools at ACA,
the Coordinator of Arabic, Islamic, and Life Skills, and the school
superintendent.

Three samples groups participated in the study. A Concerns Based
Adoptions Model (CBAM) questionnaire was used for teachers’
responses. Questions were asked of fifth grade students in three different
focus groups, interviews were conducted with school administrators,
and classroom observations took place in the Life Skills classes. Data
was analyzed and interpreted using inductive analysis, results organized

BY ROGER DOUGLAS Associate Director, International Programs
  Lehigh University College of Education

DOCTORAL ABSTRACT – DEVELOPING CHARACTER
EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS WITH DIVERSE

POPULATIONS AND VALUE SYSTEMS

according to emergent themes, which subsequently addressed the
research questions.

The four themes that emerged from this study were Ambivalence,
Importance of Modeling, Communication, and Unrealistic
Expectations. The difference in ethnic background coupled with
religious diversity in staff was represented in multiple themes that
emerged from the data. Superficially, conflict resided in time issues
and professional development, but the center of discord resided in
differences of personal beliefs and values and the inability to discuss
the differences.

The result, if anything, has given the school information to
discuss. This study has shed light on the importance of communication
concerning diversity in personal value systems within a school
community. Students, teachers, and administrators must understand
the different cultural value systems that exist among people within a
school. Curriculums adopted in isolation and given no opportunity
for open communication are susceptible to animosity, lack of acceptance,
and poor implementation.

Dr. Douglas was Boys' Elementary Principal, American Creativity Academy,
Kuwait.  His degree is from Lehigh.  He may be reached at rjd2@lehigh.edu�

identities which comprise intercultural literacy. And while intercultural
literacy is at the very heart of our reason for being, it seems that this
most important element is largely taken for granted in shaping the
culture of our schools.”

He continued dividing his approach into three areas: the dignity
of difference, educating the human spirit, and the importance of
relationship aimed at improving the culture of international schools.
 He lamented that the schools protect students from the “crisis of
engagement,” an authentic cross-cultural experience in which students
live as an integral part of another culture, not just living “with” or
“next to” another culture.

In the education of the human spirit, Poore referred to the “Greek
concept of Kosmos where the whole of existence was embraced and
where the spiritual was seen as integral to both existence and learning.”
 He reminded the audience of the commonality of human beings in
their “search for a grander purpose—the pursuit of a connection with
something larger and hopefully more reliable than ourselves.  If we
hope to regain or instill a sense of humanity in the future, we have
to develop our students’ ability to wonder, to be amazed at the very
mystery of being, and to develop some relationship to that mystery.”

Poore concluded lamenting those aspects of our society that
protect our young from the relationships necessary to develop
interdependency, the root basis for multiculturalism, and universal
responsibility.  He indicated that it was the role of teachers and adults
in the community to model the behaviors that would lead the young
to relate to cultures diverse from theirs by forming “relationships that
engender trust, and support and forgiveness.  Relationships that model
the empathy and perspective necessary for intercultural and, therefore,
international understanding.”

Poore closed his presentation to a standing ovation with a final
admonishment to the assembled leaders of international schools about
their roles in intercultural understanding, “There are two ways of
spreading light,” wrote Edith Wharton, “to be the candle or the mirror
that reflects it.”

The entire speech may be found at www. aaie.org  by clicking on
Distinguished Lectures.  Mr. Poore can be reached at ppoore@his.ac.zw
or poore@mweb.co.zw.

The Conference closed with the annual business meeting which
included the approval of changes to the AAIE Constitution as published
in the program and now on the website; Treasurer Ron Marino’s
positive financial report, available elsewhere in this issue; and the
election of new Trustees and officers: Mary Anne Haas as Trustee for
a three-year term ending in 2008, Elsa Lamb as President until 2007,
and William Powell, Headmaster of the International School of Kuala
Lumpur, as President-elect, a new position under the approved
Constitutional changes, for two years to assume the presidency in
2007 following the completion of Lamb’s second term.  Dennis
Klumpp, Asuncion, takes the place on the Board vacated by the
retirement of Jim Morris, AASSA Executive Director.  Gerry Selitzer
of Puerta Vallarta also retires and will be replaced by Emma Gutierrez
of Tampico.

Both Lamb and Krajczar closed a highly-successful and
inspirational meeting on yet another upbeat note hoping to see
everyone again, inviting all to the 40th Annual Conference to be held
in the same place, the Westin Hotel – Copley Place, Boston,
February 16-19, 2006.
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In the musical, “My Fair Lady,” the lead role, Henry Higgins,
sings about the deleterious effect of the English language upon those
whose diction is inadequate.  His song contains a satiric line, “There
are even places where English completely disappears, In America they
haven’t used it for years.”  This has an analogy in the practice of
democracy that should be recognized by trustees, school heads, and
clients alike of schools both in the US and overseas.  The message for
the leadership and governance of our schools is:  Yes, democracy, like
language, can, and does, disappear.

A great accomplishment at the end of the 20th Century in the
development of Latin America has been the transformation of the
government of the great majority of its constituent nations from
military dictatorships to constitutional democracies. Chile, Argentina,
Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, Bolivia, Venezuela, Peru, Panama, Nicaragua,
Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, the Dominican Republic and
Panama, to mention a few, were all military dictatorships in the years
before the end of the Century.  Now they are all constitutional
democracies.  In fact, only one dictatorship remains in the Western
hemisphere.  Current US foreign policy continues to strive to implant
representative democracy among many nations that have never known
this form of government.

But, is it enough to inaugurate a democratic government without
its necessary supporting infrastructures?  One of those basic pillars for
the survival of democracy is an educated populace.  Philosophers have
waxed eloquently about the symbiosis of these two mainstays of a free
society, an educated populace and dedication to democratic government.
 In 1816,Thomas Jefferson wrote, “If a nation expects to be ignorant
and free, in a state of civilization, it expects what never was and never
will be." The ignorance that Jefferson wanted to exorcise to preserve
the American democracy he fostered could only be cast away in a
learning environment that represented that governmental form.  An
autocratic classroom limited solely to cognitive learning cannot be the
fertile ground for the growth of democratic thought among the young.
 Further, what is learned must be practiced.  It must be put to use in
community service by the people to improve life for everyone.

Yet, those new to democracy would sacrifice it for what appears
to them to be something better.  The New York Times of April 22,
2004, reported a finding by the United Nations Development Program
in which 18,643 citizens of 18 Latin American nations were polled.
Interviews were held with:

. . . 231 political, economic, social and cultural figures, including
41 current or former presidents and vice presidents.
Fifty-five percent of the people polled said they would support the
replacement of democratic government with an authoritarian one;
58 percent said they agreed that leaders should “go beyond the law”
if they have to, and 56 percent said they felt that economic development
was  more  impor tant  than maintaining democracy.

The report recognized the traditional unhappiness in Latin
America with any and all types of political leadership.  However, those
surveyed were now faulting democratic organization itself for their

woes. This was being demonstrated by decreasing voter turnout among
the young and growth of civil unrest.  The report attributed this
erosion of the people’s confidence in democracy to “slow economic
growth, social inequality, and ineffective legal systems and social
services.” The change from autocracy had not brought with it the
desired benefits in standard of living to which all aspired and seemed
inherent in the promise of freedom to select one’s own government.

Perhaps the old expression, “What goes around, comes around,”
is apropos of this situation.  Perhaps the citizenry had forgotten that
life was worse, and surely less predictable from the point of view of
personal security, under the former autocracies. Could it be that a
populace so new to democracy, as yet unschooled and thus
unaccustomed to the liberated citizen’s role in societal development,
would surrender its right of self-determination for something that was
worse in a past since forgotten?

Somerset Maugham, writing in 1941 at the time of Nazi Germany’s
apogee in its threat to personal freedoms, put it in clear perspective,
"If a nation values anything more than freedom, it will lose its freedom;
and the irony of it is that if it is comfort or money that it values more,
it will lose that too."  Once the power that democracy invests in the
people is yielded to a select few, it must corrupt.  That corruption
foretells the loss of all for which the populace hoped when it yielded
what should have been theirs by inalienable right.

This lesson has been repeated over the course of history.  It seems
about to be replayed again.  George Santayana’s famous comment still
holds, "Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat
it."   This is often misquoted as: “Those who cannot learn the lessons
(or mistakes) of history are doomed to repeat it,” which may be closer
to what was meant.  Or, as Georg Wilhelm Hegel, the well-know
philosopher of the early 19th Century put it, “What experience and
history teach us is this – that people and government never have learnt
anything from history, or acted on principles deduced from it.”

It is the hope that the way the American classroom is administered
will somehow reverse this unfortunate course of history.  Student
growth should not be limited to just learning.  They must be encouraged
to discover, to apply those discoveries for the common good, and
above all, to question, irreverently and intelligently, all that they
encounter, to peer into the future and ask, “What will be the result
of my action, or of my inaction?”

When Lee Yuan Kew was Prime Minister of Singapore, he brought
great economic development to that tiny island state.  He also was
accused of ruling with a heavy autocratic fist.  A saying developed
among the citizenry as they became personally enriched through
admirable economic policy, “Give me liberty, or give me wealth.”
Surely, these two desirable states of being are not antagonistic. Rather
they are symbiotic outgrowths of a liberal education taught in a
democratically organized classroom by enlightened teachers dedicated
to passing the torch of freedom of thought to their students.  That is,
and should be, the prototypical American classroom.

Dr. Brown may be reached at 2417gilbrown@msn.com

THE LOSS OF INNOCENCE; THE PRICE OF
EVERYTHING; THE VALUE OF WHAT CAN BE LOST

BY GILBERT C. BROWN   Interim Editor, Inter Ed
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We live in a truly global age. The compelling changes in our economy,
the dawning of the Information Age, and the horrible events of September
11, 2001 and their aftermath, have created an unprecedented need to
focus on international knowledge and skills.

Colin Powell, Former U.S. Secretary of State

Educators are keenly aware of the increasingly interrelated global
society with its concomitant need for students to have knowledge and
understanding of world cultures. All students of modern society, but
especially those in international schools, are more likely to meet and
interact with people of other backgrounds, religions, and perspectives.
 Thus, they need to be able to evaluate these differences with both an
open mind and sharpened analysis skills.  Deep knowledge about
different parts of the world is now considered essential for the economic
survival and security of all nations, including the United States.

Schools previously enrolled a relatively homogenous population.
They are increasingly attended by students from around the world,
many of whom come to seek an international type education with
hope for a better future, but with limited English language skills or
backgrounds in fundamental principles taken for granted in a democratic
society.  School administrators are asked to work with parents with
differing expectations for the schooling provided.   And all the while
schools are asked to teach about different cultures and histories, putting
measures in place to allow students from many parts of the world to
be integrated seamlessly into local school cultures.

The Middle States Commission on Secondary Schools (MSCSS)
took these compelling changes as a “call to action.”  Tapping the
knowledge and experiences of leaders in more than 150 member
schools located around the world, it began developing a criterion and
indicators that would effectively identify and celebrate schools that
are “international” in character.  MSCSS believes that such efforts by
schools should be identified, acknowledged, celebrated, and shared
among the entire educational community, even beyond those who are
members of MSCSS.  Thus, the “Credential of International Character”
was born.

The criterion suggested that schools would need to meet to earn
the Credential of International Character has been drafted as:

INTERNATIONAL CHARACTER

The Criterion:  The philosophy, mission, beliefs, and/or objectives
reflect the international character of the institution and are accepted
and understood by the governance, staff, parents, students, and
broader educational community.  Through the institution’s educational
and extracurricular programs, students have the opportunity to learn
about, experience, and understand cultures different from their
own.  Principles of tolerance, respect, and inalienable rights are
reflected in policies, practices, curriculum, and instruction.  The

VERIFYING YOUR
SCHOOL’S INTERNATIONAL

CHARACTER

BY SUSAN NICKLAS
Executive Director

Middle States Commission on Secondary Schools

JAMES GREEN
Assistant Director

Middle States Committee on Institution-Wide Accreditation

institution shows its commitment to international education through
its hiring practices, staff development offerings, and dedication of
resources that promote the international character of the institution.
 The programs and services provided meet the needs of students from
different cultural and religious backgrounds.

This criterion is supported by a set of 23 indicators that a school
applies to evaluate the international character of its program and
services to determine how well it meets the needs of a diverse student
body.

To earn the Credential of International Character, a school will
conduct a self-study of how well it meets the International Character
criterion and indicators.  The school will then host a visitor(s) (who
could come from within and/or outside of the United States) with
experience in international education.  The school will receive a written
evaluation report, noting strengths and areas for improvement in
international education providing guidance to enhance the school’s
programs and services.  Schools, both in the United States and overseas,
are eligible to receive this endorsement.   The award of the Credential
of International Character will come after review by the Commission
and at the recommendation of the International Schools Advisory
Committee, a long-standing Middle States Association committee
comprised of leaders in the world of international education.  The
term of the Credential of International Character will coincide with
the accreditation term of the institution.  Ultimately, the Credential
of International Character process will be combined within the regular
accreditation cycle of self-study and review.

The concepts outlined in the November 2004 edition of Phi
Delta Kappan, with 11 articles about international education in the
US, strongly support this process.  The issue provided an array of
opinions by noted educators and researchers to guide those seeking
greater knowledge and support for the field of international education.
 They emphasized that international education is not merely a “nice”
thing to have in schools, but is necessary for the world to thrive.

MSCSS seeks to be a “champion” for infusing schools with
international character, perhaps using the existing resource of the
overseas schools, many of whom are members of AAIE.  It seeks a
small group of schools as a pilot.  The Commission feels that a school
receiving the “International Credential” will benefit by disseminating
that it is ready to provide such programs and services to its students;
the International Credential will support this. Through this program,
as this process gains acceptance, MSCSS hopes to further its work in
motivating interest in international education within its own
membership and among all schools around the world.

For further information, Dr. Nicklas may be reached at snicklas@css-
msa.org and Mr. Green may be reached at jgreen@css-msa.org
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ACADEMY FOR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL HEADS NEWS
BY CLARK KIRKPATRICK, Chief Executive OfficerÊÊ

The dinner guests were sitting around the table discussing life.
A CEO of a large corporation decided to explain the problem with
education.  He argued, "What's a kid going to learn from someone
who decided his best option in making a living was to become a
teacher?"

As an attempt at humor, he reminded the other dinner guests
what is said about teachers: "Those who can, do.  Those who can't,
teach."  To corroborate his point turned to another guest; "You're a
teacher, Susan.  Be honest.  What do you make?"

Susan, who had a reputation for honesty and frankness, if not
for diplomacy, replied, "You want to know what I make? I make kids
work harder than they ever thought they could.  I make a C+ feel like
the winner of the Congressional Medal of Honor. I make kids sit
through 40 minutes of study hall in absolute silence. You want to
know what I make?  I make kids wonder.  I make them question.  I
make them criticize.  I make them apologize and mean it.  I make
them write.  I make them read, read, read.  I make them show all their
work in math and perfect their final drafts in English. I make them
understand that if you have the brains, and follow your heart, if
someone ever tries to judge you by what you make, you must pay no
attention because they just didn't learn."

Susan paused and then continued, "You want to know what I
make?  I make a difference.  What do you make?"

The Academy for International School Heads (AISH) Board held
its annual meeting during the AAIE Conference in Boston in February.
Entering its sixth year of existence, this professional association was
founded by international school heads for international school heads.
 It has established itself on a firm footing and continues to grow each
year.

AISH, created to address a long-held need, provides programs in
leadership of international schools vital to heads and the health of
their institutions. AISH’s philosophy encourages heads to be model
instructional leaders in life-long learning that most espouse in their
schools. International school leaders are motivated to be viewed as
actively learning and growing, setting constructive professional goals
and systematically pursuing them through AISH activities, setting the
example it is hoped others will follow. AISH was created to fill a gap
in available professional development responding to the unique needs
of international school leaders. The “Academy" now provides a quality
of services tailored to the special needs of international educational
leaders.

AISH aim is to have all international school heads as active
members. Membership, at a cost of roughly one dollar a day, ties
leaders to a wealth of information, expertise, and services. From the
training and mentoring of new heads to its list-serv (AISH-net), to
opportunities for renewal and growth for the most "veteran"
international school leaders, who often experience a substantial degree
of isolation, AISH provides professional membership in a community
of learners. The organization feels that increasingly, search committees
seeking new heads will look for Academy membership as a sign of
professional commitment and competence in candidates.Ê

The annual Summer Seminar, this year in Dublin, Ireland from
June 26-July 1, is a cornerstones of AISH. Scores of international
school leaders have participated in at least one of the first five sessions.
 These summer seminars represent a professional highlight. With an
effective balance between stimulating discussions, distinguished lectures,
good food, and recreational activities, the summer seminars help heads
decompress, process, learn, and unwind after a busy year in their
respective schools.

In Boston, a new slate of leaders have been elected for the AISH
Board of Directors. They are: Monica Greeley of Cairo American
College as secretary; Paul Poore of Harare International School,
treasurer; Robert Landau of the International School of Prague, vice
president; and Tim Carr of the American School in Japan as interim
president until David Tully of the Graded School of Sao Paulo is able
to return.

New Board members include: Charles Barder-American School
of Warsaw, Shirley Davis-Phillips-BFIS Barcelona, Alice Dion-American
School of Belo Horizonte, Peter Harding-The International School
of Azerbaijan, Maureen O'Shaughnessy-Inter-American of Guayaquil
and Ettie Zilber of American School of Barcelona. Re-elected board
members include Forrest Broman of TIE and Robert Sills-EARCOS
& Walworth Barbour American International School.

The first and founding CEO, Clark Kirkpatrick, announced that
he will step down in the summer of 2006.  A search committee of the
AISH board has been named to seek his successor. More information
will follow regarding this search.

AISH will offer several programs over the June-July period. The
Fifth Summer Seminar, The Balancing Act of the International School
Headship, will be held in Dublin, Ireland, from June 26 to July 1.
This seminar of renewal, reflection and recreation will be at the Tulfarris
Resort and Golf Hotel. Main presenters will be Michael Thompson,
Maureen Gaffney, Ireland’s best-known psychologist, and supported
by AISH core staff.

The International School Finance and Budgeting Institute is
scheduled for July 10-12, in Washington, DC.  This institute will
focus on the basics of international school finance and budgeting for
new heads. Presenters will be Jim Ambrose and Clark Kirkpatrick.

The New Heads Institute, July 15-17, will be held also in
Washington, DC. This is for new heads.  It will follow the A/OS
orientation program. The primary purpose is to provide assistance to
help make a successful transition in the first year as an international
school head. Presenters: AISH staff  and Clark Kirkpatrick.
The institute for Aspiring International School Heads from July 20
to 22 will be held in Minneapolis.  It is aimed at educators who desire
to become heads of international schools. Representatives of recruiting
firms share their views of the world of international school head
searches. Conducted by AISH staff and Clark Kirkpatrick.

AISH looks back on an initial six years of successes. With
membership nearing 200 and good financial support from founding
and associate members, the organization feels it is in a healthy state,
poised to grow. Further information is available at the AISH
website:www.academyish.org

Dr. Kirkpatrick may be contacted at clarkk@academyish.org

WHAT DO TEACHERS MAKE?
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best lack all conviction." At issue is the question of whether or not
to open the classroom door to the world. If the car bomb is two blocks
away do we talk about it or do we do the math lesson? To what degree
should our classrooms be connected to who we are as people in the
world, especially here in this region where the war against Iraq has
been a daily reality for a number of years now?

Last fall in Istanbul, when the British Consulate, the HSBC Bank
and the Jewish Synagogue were bombed nearly simultaneously, I was
in the classroom with my students. We were called to the auditorium
where, as a student body of over 1,000 people, we watched the horror
televised on a huge screen. Many amongst us became hysterical and
afraid. When classes resumed, a student said to me, "What is there
left to teach? What is there to learn now?" I need to be able to answer
those questions. We all do. Mission statements are being re-examined
in many international schools, as are departmental philosophies. The
newest edition of a writing textbook I especially like now includes a
section of selected readings and writing topics entitled "Issues of
Controversy", which focuses upon terrorism and the possibilities for
world peace. And yet, a community is a delicate thing, and it needs
to be protected both physically and emotionally.

Last year, during a study of Orwell, a Turkish student began to
make a connection between the manipulation of history in the world
of 1984, and the manipulation of history in his own Turkish textbook
concerning the way Armenians were represented. "If only a Turk had
been the catalyst for me to realize this about my own country. But to
have had it happen in your class, in a class run by a foreigner, is
shameful," he said to me. There was that word again, shame. Shame
is what numbs us, what puts us outside the group. Shame is a stigma,
a wound to our self-respect. Too many wounds and one bleeds to
death. Because I believe young people are exactly that — young —
I know it's a risk to push them too close to the frontlines of the world.
They can't withstand it, nor should they have to do so. When Howard
Zinn of Columbia University published his work on Christopher
Columbus, exposing Columbus to such intense academic scrutiny the
myths of the noble explorer were shattered completely, there was a
backlash from both students and readers. Zinn actually received threats
upon his life. We live by myths, and national myths are part of who
we are. My young Turkish student experienced a terrible sense of
betrayal when he realized he had not been given the entire story about
Armenians in his country's history. The trick is to know when to let
the disruption occur and when to let it heal. As teachers, we are also
elders. And we are also human beings with national and cultural
identifications. We need to be aware of the fragility of our colleagues
as well as of our students. As teachers, we are also elders

There's a sense of urgency now (which may be an opportunity
for us in our role as mentors to the young) to ask ourselves about what
we believe, to ask ourselves about the assumptions and convictions
which are the underpinnings of our teaching and the basis of our
interactions with others in our communities. I know I'm reconsidering
such questions, and I hope if I can speak with conviction, students
will recognize an authenticity which suits the times and which in turn
gives them permission to speak in their own voices, rather than in
contrived voices aimed at giving the "answers" they feel the teacher
is seeking.

Perhaps as educators overseas we need to grant ourselves, our
colleagues and our students the right to be confused, upset and at
cross-purposes as a precondition for forming and reforming our
convictions. Perhaps we need to complicate our thinking; the alternative
is simplification, and simplification leads to the sort of ossified ideologies
which generate narrow categories of "us" and "them" and which guts
significant meaning. As an educator, when I have the opportunity to
remove part of the "teacher" and "student" wall in order to carry on
a conversation about urgent questions concerning the world or the
region, the school or the culture, I will not hesitate to change my
lesson plan.

The quote from William Butler Yeats was written at the end of World
War I in his poem, "The Second Coming".  As David Chojnacki, Executive
Director of NESA,  wrote in the ‘call,’ “They ring true today for those of
us who live and work in the NESA region, a part of the world bedeviled
by conflict grounded in seemingly intractable cultural and religious
differences. Our schools are one of the few places where these differences
can be aired, discussed and debated in an atmosphere of tolerance and
respect. Does that happen? Does our valuing of diversity go beyond the
UN Day celebrations and "foods, fashions and festivals?”

NESA educators were invited to write about the challenge of fidelity
to their own beliefs while honoring the real differences that are represented
in their school communities. They were asked to contemplate, “How do
you maintain your own integrity while respecting the beliefs of others,
particularly when they are at variance from yours?” In response to this
call, a number of outstanding submissions were received from expatriate
and host country teachers. The winning entry in the competition, printed
here by Inter Ed with permission, was written by Mary Opalenik, a
teacher at the American Community School in Beirut.   This was part
of her address the 2005 NESA Teachers Conference held earlier this year
in Istanbul, Turkey. The other entries may be seen at the following
website:http://www.nesacenter.org/pages/sitepage.cfm?id=187&pname=
Home&purl=home.cfm

 continued from page 9SECURITY ....
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AISH ANNUAL MEETING UPDATE
We are happy to report that the Academy for International School

Heads (AISH) is thriving. Entering its sixth year of existence, this
professional association which was founded by international school
heads for international school heads has established itself on a firm
footing and continues to grow each year.

We are finding that AISH is creatively addressing a long-held
need. Providing sustenance to current and past international school
heads is a vital element in our schools' health. As instructional leaders,
we need to model the life-long learning that most of us espouse in
our schools. If we are seen to be actively learning and growing, setting
constructive professional goals and systematically pursuing them
through participation in AISH activities, we set the example that we
hope others will follow. No other consistent professional development
avenues had previously existed for the unique needs of international
school leaders. With "the Academy," we now have high quality services,
tailored to our unique needs.

Our aim is to have all international school heads as active members
of AISH. For just a US dollar a day, membership in this organization
ties you to a wealth of information, expertise, and services. From the
training and mentoring of new heads to our list-serv (AISH-net), to
opportunities for renewal and growth for the most "veteran"
international school leaders, AISH provides a vibrant community of
learners to professionals who often experience a substantial degree of
isolation. Increasingly, search committees will look for Academy
membership as a sign of health for a head of school candidate, as well
they should. 

The annual Summer Seminar, this year in Dublin, Ireland from
June 26-July 1, is one of the cornerstones of our organization. For
scores of people that have participated in at least one of the first five
sessions, the summer seminar represents a professional highlight in
their respective careers. With an effective balance between stimulating
discussions, distinguished lectures, good food, and recreational activities,

the summer seminar helps heads decompress, process, learn, and
unwind after an action-packed year in their respective schools.

At our recent meeting held at the AAIE conference in Boston,
a new slate of leaders have been elected for the AISH Board of Directors.
They are as follows: Monica Greeley of Cairo American College is
secretary, Paul Poore of Harare International School is our treasurer,
Robert Landau of the International School of Prague is vice president,
and Tim Carr of the American School in Japan will serve as president
until David Tully of the Graded School of Sao Paulo is able to return.

New Board members include: Charles Barder-American School
of Warsaw, Shirley Davis-Phillips-BFIS Barcelona, Alice Dion-American
School of Belo Horizonte, Peter Harding-The International School
of Azerbaijan, Maureen O'Shaughnessy-Inter-American of Guayaquil
and Ettie Zilber of American School of Barcelona. Re-elected board
members include Forrest Broman of TIE and Robert Sills-EARCOS/
Walbour A-I School.

Our founding CEO, Clark Kirkpatrick, has announced that he
will step down in the summer of 2006, and a search committee has
been named to seek his successor. More information will soon follow
regarding this search.

In sum, we have had a very successful initial six years. With our
membership nearing 200 and with good financial support from our
founding and associate members, we are in a healthy state and poised
to grow. If you'd like to become a member or a financial supporter
of AISH, please see our website at www.academyish.org or contact
clarkk@academyish.org. Please consider joining us for a wonderful
session in Dublin, and we look forward to working with you in the
year to come.

Best regards,
                                                     AISH President Tim Carr

AISH CEO Clark Kirkpatrick

AISH Executive Committee L to R:   Robert Landau of Prague, Paul Poore of Harare, Monica Greeley of Cairo,
  Forrest Broman of  TIE, and Tim Carr of Tokyo
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This is the first of several articles dealing with personal factors of
style that determine success in leadership.  The next article in the Fall,
2005, issue, shares lessons learned as resilient superintendents respond
to adversity in their personal and professional lives.

School leaders worldwide have developed attitudes and strategies
that get them through the challenging times and help them withstand
the hardships. Resilience may be the single most important quality
that separates the successful from those who struggle. They self-right,
bouncing back when things go wrong, as they navigate the “whitewaters”
of their personal and professional lives.  They enjoy their work and
find their roles fulfilling.  These educational CEOs are said to be
resilient.

We recently completed a study to explore the behaviors resilient
international school heads bring to their positions. Seventeen
experienced international school heads participated in the study,
averaging 27 years in education, 13 years as school heads and 4 years
in their current positions.

The participants responded to the Professional DynaMetirc
Programs, PDP, Integrated Management Software Survey. The software
identified the intensity to which the subjects possess certain behavior
traits.  Each trait is represented along a scale with the opposite end
representing the opposite behavior.  The traits include dominance
(opposite supportive), extroversion (opposite reserved), patience
(opposite urgent) and conformity (opposite independent.)  The analysis
measured the intensity to which an individual demonstrates a trait.
Each international leader surveyed has some measure of each trait.
The study also documents how they approach the decision making
process.

Patterns of Personalities

Like the Myers-Briggs that reveals a total of 16 possible personalities,

RESILIENT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL HEADS:
BEHAVIORS THEY BRING TO THE TABLE

BY DAN C. WERTZ AND DONALD CROSBY

the PDP traits combine in varying ways to reveal 13 distinct behavior
patterns. For the purpose of this article, the combinations are not
explored.  However, the intensity of the behaviors exhibited by the
4 traits is described. The more intense the trait, the easier it is to
recognize and predict behavior.  The behaviors of those participants
whose traits are not as intense are harder to recognize and predict.

Those with less intense traits are the more adaptable and flexible
leaders.  They are generally comfortable “wearing several hats” and
can easily adjust from being a group leader to follower and supporter.
These are the agile leaders.  Although there is diversity among the
survey participants, it is clear, the resilient international school heads
do not exhibit extreme personality characteristics.

A chart illustrates the intensity of the behavior each participating
international head brings to the table.  The higher the bar, the more
intense the behavior.  The placement on the graph is the same person
in each graph.  In other words, person A on all graphs is the same
person.  The reader can begin to get a sense of the person’s behavior
by following the bar through all graphs.

Dominant/Less Dominant

Thirty five percent (6 of 17) are Drivers with dominant behaviors.
 Although dominant individuals can be intimidating and abrasive
leaders, the international heads are not that intense. They are self-
confident, decisive, self-starting and results oriented.  These individuals
want to say things only once, often express strong opinions, like
competition, feel verbal conflicts are helpful and say exactly what they
mean.  Leaders with this characteristic tend to take charge by telling
others what to do.

Because they are straight forward, they may be perceived as

 continued on page 28

5th Summer Seminar
The Balancing Act of the IS Headship
June 26-July 1, 2005 – Dublin, Ireland

This five day seminar of renewal, reflection and recreation will
be at the Tulfarris Resort and Golf Hotel. The main presenters will
be Michael Thompson, Maureen Gaffney Ireland’s best known
Psychologist and supported by AISH core staff.
 
 International School Finance and Budgeting Institute
July 10-12, 2005– Washington, DC

This three day institute will focus on the basic of International
School finance and budgeting for New Heads of International Schools.
Presenters will be Jim Ambrose and Clark Kirkpatrick.
 
New Heads Institute (Co-sponsored by AAIE)
July 15-17, 2005 – Washington, DC

This three day institute is for new heads of international schools
and will follow the A/OS Orientation program. The primary purpose
is to provide nuts and bolts assistance to help you make a successful
transition in your first year as an international school head. Presenters:
AISH staff Clark Kirkpatrick.
 

International School Heads
July 20-22, 2005 – Minneapolis, MN

A three day institute for educators who desire to become a head
of an International School. Representatives of ISS and Search firms
are invited to share their view of the world of International School
Head searches. Conducted by AISH staff Clark Kirkpatrick
 
 Check AISH website for up-to-date information at or contact AISH at
clarkk@academyish.org

THE ACADEMY FOR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL HEAD
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 2004-2005
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controlling, impatient, insensitive and blunt.  If one is in the company
of a high dominant individual, it is best to use direct and concise
messages.  Don’t repeat details but be willing to express disagreement.
 It is through this exchange that the dominant person clarifies thinking.

The majority of the participants, 65% (11 of 17) are less dominant
Facilitators. They are not complacent, tentative or yielding but are
supportive, accepting, tolerant non-confrontational and peace loving.
 These mild mannered individuals are often quite modest; they do
not like to force their will on others.  They enjoy bringing other people
together to deal with issues.  Rather than telling another person to do
something, they tend to work through group consensus selling their
ideas.  Those with strong dominance trait, including school board
members, may perceive these facilitators as weak leaders.  Facilitators
have a sense of timing and will step forward when needed.

Extrovert/Less Extrovert

Among the participants 53% (9 of 17) are natural extroverts.
The characteristics they exhibit are not extreme.  They are not
overwhelming and flamboyant but are enthusiastic, verbal, optimistic
and friendly. They enjoy the company of other people and are articulate
communicators.  They have a sixth sense about what others want to
hear.  This intuitive sense with people is helpful in team decision-
making.  The extrovert is often perceived by others as a positive person
but can be perceived as a poor listener.  The poor listening perception
comes from the fact that most extroverts can hardly wait to respond
to a comment the other person is making.

On the opposite end of the scale, one finds the behavior of 47%
(8 of 17) to be less extroverted and more reserved.  These individuals
enjoy quiet times, are unpretentious and tend to be more contemplative.
 They prefer a small group of close friends.  They are sincere, kind,
reserved and selective in whom they place trust.  Their private lives
are guarded until they get to know and trust the other person.  They
are hesitant to express themselves but can be great summarizers often
providing insights into an issue. Others may perceive them as reserved
and withdrawn.

Pace/Patience

Patient decision-making is a predominant characteristic of the
international participants.  A vast majority 82% (14 of 17) approach
change more slowly.  These are the good natured, cooperative, steady,
adaptable and dependable leaders.  They are easy going and react
calmly to pressure but must take the time needed to understand an
issue.  When communicating to the high patient individuals it is best
to give them time to think about the process and the need for change.
One must present the benefits of change and show that it is reasonable.
The high patient individual dislikes pressure to make a decision, poor
planning and unpredictability. Those with a stronger sense of urgency
may perceive these individuals as indecisive because of the time needed
before a decision is made.

Some 18% (3 of 17) have a stronger sense of urgency with limited
patience. These individuals seek new situations for a change of pace.
 They are action oriented for themselves and those around them.
These leaders can be the surface learners that prefer a variety of issues
as opposed to exploring a single topic.

Conformity/Independent

The 59% (10 of 17) of the leaders with high conformity are the
Systems leaders. They are the gatekeepers because they are the rule
developers and rule followers.  Policies and procedures are very
important to these 10 individuals.  Established systems are followed
and maintained by those in this group.  They are cautious, structured,
accurate leaders. They are the list makers who tend to worry, a lot.
They can frustrate peers as well as subordinates because they have to
look at everything to double check for accuracy.

The 41% (7 of 17) with lower conformity often show a rather
independent attitude. They are less detailed, more flexible,
unconventional in their approaches to issues.  They are rather candid,
may show resistance toward authority or systems and policies.  These
independent leaders enjoy taking risks and will often state or imply
that “rules are made to be broken”.

 continued from page 27RESILIENT INTERNATIONAL ....
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Decision Making

Intuitive decision-making is a major trait of the international
heads.  Seventy one percent (12 of 17) of the international heads can
make decisions quickly. The decisions are based on experiences,
observations, and knowledge of proven facts.  They observe and absorb
the practical consequences of things.  They see the parts forming a
whole picture.  They are aware of the flow of things, know which
things go together and which will never go together.  These intuitive
individuals can tell what is really important from mere distractions.
They function well when all the facts are not available but will shift
toward more factual data as the pressure increases.

The 18% (3 of 17) deliberate decision makers base more of their
decisions on facts.  They are analytical and take more time to gather
sufficient facts.  One will hear a fact based person say, “I don’t have
enough information to make a decision” and can frustrate others by
their need to gather more data.

Twelve percent (2 of 17) have the ability to balance both fact and
logic.  They use facts when detailed documentation is required for the
decision.  When facts are limited the intuitive decisions are made.

The Stress

Each person brings styles of behavior to all aspect of life.  Natural
styles result in the most efficient and most productive behavior.
However, during our daily lives we are constantly adjusting to pressures.
 Pressures come from work, social/personal relationships, home/family
relationships, financial issues, health concerns and religious beliefs.
These pressures can cause one to shift from the efficient natural
behaviors and adopt modified behaviors causing distress in one’s life.

A dominant individual may become less controlling whereas a
less dominant person often becomes more assertive. An extrovert may
become less outgoing and quieter but a less extroverted person often
becomes more friendly, empathetic and sensitive. A patient person
may begin moving at a faster pace whereas the urgent ones may begin
slowing down.  A conforming person may begin delegating details,
becoming more open-minded breaking away from tradition when a
less conforming individual may begin paying more attention to details
becoming more prone to worry. The intuitive thinker may become
more factual whereas the factual decision maker may begin relying
more on past experiences and less on facts.

Stress is not always distress.

These adjustments away from the natural behaviors require energy,
can cause anguish and may become a source of sleepless nights and
worrisome days.  It should be noted that some resilient individuals
make the behavior shift without major disruptions in their lives.  One
resilient U.S. superintendent stated it is the stress in the job that he
liked best. He said “The stress is just fine with me because it puts me
where I would not otherwise go.  The stress brings out the creative

side of me.”

So what does all this mean?

There is very good news here for those currently serving as heads
of schools as well as those interested in becoming chief educational
officers.  The successful CEOs in this study exhibit different personalities
and lead in dissimilar ways.  Although there is diversity among the
survey participants, it is clear the resilient international school heads
do not exhibit extreme personality characteristics.

The majority of the international heads have mild mannered
dispositions with abilities to become more assertive as needed.  They
are easy going, react calmly to pressure but need the proper time to
think through the strategies to deal with situations. Anxiety builds
when decisions must be made without ample think time.

They have an ease of intermixing, are cautious while
communicating and prefer not to be directly involved with harsh or
insulting people.  They are optimistic as they build and maintain
relationships.  They are cautious with a “show me” attitude making
sure the rules are followed.  They become the gatekeepers of the
organization.

The key to satisfying career experiences for you as an educational
leader is knowing your most efficient and natural behaviors.  Making
the match between the leadership needed and the natural behavior
you bring to the position will avoid the potential sleepless nights,
distress, anguish and dissatisfaction in the job.

If a school needs a person to collaborate with the staff and parents
when dealing with issues, a facilitator with less dominance may work
more efficiently and be more comfortable in the environment than
a driver with a “take charge“ trait who tends to tell others what to do.
 If, however, major issues need to be addressed, the facilitator may
need to adopt more dominant behaviors.

In the end, it is helpful to know the intensity of the natural
behavior you bring to a position, as well your ability to adapt to the
many pressures of the job.  Those natural traits, when matched with
leadership needs, become a source significant strength for you as a
leader and the organization. This “match” coupled with the approaches
implemented during adversity can result in a resilient leader who
thrives instead of survives, enjoys the work, is productive, and has a
rewarding career.

Dr. Wertz is the former Director of Instruction at the International
School Bangkok, Thailand.  For 23 years he was superintendent of a high
achieving mid-Michigan school district. He became concerned that widely
published literature often portrays only the hardships of the school
superintendent.  His research and interviews have found that resilience
may be the single most important but most overlooked aspect of leadership.
The studies have lead to the publication of a number of articles including
a Phi Delta Kappa Fastback, Resilient Superintendents, as well as the
Resilient Leader Seminars that may be found at www.resilientleader.net
Dr. Wertz may be reached at wertz@resilientleader.net or
www.resilientleader.net

Mr. Crosby, Founder and CEO of Global Behavior, LLC, has profiled
thousands of individuals to improve individual and team productivity,
transforming their corporate cultures. www.globalbehavior.com

The authors express appreciation to Dan Benda of Global Behavior LLC
for untiring technical assistance and to Richard Winder, Founder and
CEO of Leadership Dynamics Research Institute www.ldri.com for his
continuing encouragement with this project.
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From the New England Association of Schools and Colleges

The New England Association of Schools and Colleges announces
that the Board of Trustees and the membership of NEASC, at their
December 3, 2004 Annual Meeting, voted unanimously to elevate
CAISA from a committee to a Commission.  The Commission on
American and International Schools Abroad will enjoy the same rights
and responsibilities as the other commissions in the Association,
namely, the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education, the
Commission on Independent Schools, the Commission on Public
Secondary Schools, the Commission on Technical and Career
Institutions, and the Commission of Public Elementary and Middle
Schools.

The reason for the new status within NEASC is primarily due to
the growth of CAISA.  CAISA now accredits well over 120 international
schools that provide sufficient dues income such that CAISA now
pays its own way and does not require financial help from the other
Commissions.

What does it mean to the member institutions?  It means better
service.  Recommendations will no longer need to be processed through
another commission but will go directly to the Board of Trustees.
This should mean far fewer delays for schools hearing from NEASC.
Also, it is believed the new status will resonate more authentically
with the governments and ministries of education with which NEASC
is constantly in contact.  The US government will give NEASC more
voice in issues of international education.

What will not change is the continuing quality service received
from Janet Howe, who communicates with schools and organizes
qualified and friendly visiting teams.  Jake Ludes, NEASC Executive
Director, will remain tangentially involved but his time is going more
to regional and national education and accreditation concerns.  Pete
Woodward will continue to provide his best in his new role as Director,
the Commission on American and International Schools Abroad.

Pete Woodward, Director of NEASC, may be reached at
bwwjr@worldpath.net

From the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools / Council
on Accreditation and School Improvement

Accreditation Partnerships:  International / United States

“I really like the new SACS / CASI accreditation protocols because
they allow us to focus on measurable goals to improve student learning.
 Accreditation is now an integral part of our school improvement
process rather than a separate periodic activity to maintain accreditation
that often did not have a direct impact on student learning.” Dr. D.
Jeffrey Keller, Superintendent, The American School Foundation.
Monterrey, Mexico

“The new SACS / CASI accreditation protocol is invaluable to
any head committed to continuous school improvement because it is
totally focused on the reason that schools exist, i.e. student learning.
 In short, the new SACS / CASI protocol and instruments force a
school to identify evidence of student learning; they promote purposeful
actions on behalf of improving student learning; and create opportunity
for the community to engage its stakeholders in the planning process.”
Ms. Elsa Lamb, Director, American-Nicaraguan School. Managua,
Nicaragua

ACCREDITATION ASSOCIATION NEWS
“Nido de Aguilas embarked upon the comprehensive accreditation

self study in February of 2004 in preparation for the SACS / CASI
external team visit in April of 2005.  Over the past thirty years in
education, my schools have participated in eight accreditation self-
studies reports.  In my personal opinion, the new SACS / CASI format
is clearly the most user friendly.  More importantly, it has served as
a guide in the development of a strategic plan with specific goals to
help our school address student and school improvement priorities.
It is refreshing to come to the end of the self-study process and not
have an exhausted staff for whom the accreditation process leaves them
with a dark brown taste in their mouths!” Dr. Don Bergman,
Headmaster, The International School of Nido de Aguilas, Santiago,
Chile

SACS CASI throughout its entire accreditation history since 1895
always has attempted to improve the extent and quality of its services
to member schools within the United States and at its many international
partnership sites.  The candid expressions offered above by three
colleagues, Jeff Keller, Don Bergman, and Elsa Lamb, indicate how
the Next Generation of Accreditation and School Improvement
instruments and protocols are being received in Latin America and
at other global sites where the broad range of SACS / CASI programs
of assistance are being solicited and implemented.

Further information may be obtained from Frank Anderson, Assistant
Executive Director for Latin America, at fanderson@sacscasi.org.

From the Council of International Schools -
CIS Accreditation Service

This is CIS’ first contribution to the accreditation section of the
Inter Ed.  CIS assumed responsibility for school accreditation from
ECIS when the latter was restructured in July 2003. Since then the
Council has continued to develop the service. Now there are 185 CIS
accredited schools in some 76 countries. A further 93 schools are
actively seeking CIS accreditation

Approximately half of the schools involved in CIS’ accreditation
process are taking advantage of joint and “seamless” evaluation by CIS
and a US-based accreditation agency that can lead to dual accreditation.
The most frequent of these cooperative relationships pairs CIS with
NEASC with whom the current protocol The Guide to School Evaluation
and Accreditation – Seventh Edition was co-authored. However other
US-agencies also agree to work alongside CIS if schools so request.

CIS is currently working with the International Baccalaureate
Organization with the aim of producing a special “IB curriculum-
specific” version of the Seventh Edition protocol. This will enable CIS
Evaluation for Accreditation and IB PYP, MYP and Diploma Program
Evaluations to be administered in a synchronized fashion if a school
so requests. It is hoped that a pilot version of this protocol will be
ready by September 2005.  Further information is available at the
website www.cois.org/accreditation/accred.htm

Gerry Percy, Director of the CIS Accreditation Service, may be reached
at gerrypercy@cois.org

From the Middle States Association Commission on Secondary
Schools

Inter Ed salutes Susan Nicklas on the eve of her retirement printing
her closing message to the AAIE membership as Executive Director of the
Middle State Association Commission on Secondary Schools
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It is often fitting to pause and recognize those that have made
our work successful.  As I prepare to retire from my twelve years in
the accreditation world and literally sail off into the sunset, I take this
opportunity to personally thank those who make accreditation work.

• Office of Overseas Schools—Few organizations have contributed
more to the international schools and the efforts of the regional
accrediting agencies than A/OS.  Its financial support has allowed
MSA to attend regional conferences, sponsor overseas educator
participation on domestic evaluation teams, provide training sessions,
and ensure international school involvement in the governance of
MSA through the International Schools Advisory Committee (ISAC).
• AAIE and the Regional Associations—Always eager to support
MSA’s desire to conduct workshop and training sessions, these
organizations have provided a critical forum to meet with school
leaders, provide training, and to recognize the accomplishments of
member schools.
• International Schools Advisory Committee—For the last seven years,
this thirteen-member MSA committee of overseas school heads has
ensured a focus on the rigor of the accreditation process.  Through
its recommendations on candidacy and accreditation actions as well
as its suggestions for new initiatives such as an eligibility definition
that emphasizes quality teaching and learning and an international
credential, nearly 30 different heads of school have helped MSA to
protect the integrity of accreditation.
• Accredited and Candidate Members—Ultimately, it is the school
and its leadership that make accreditation work.  MSA thanks the
following candidate and accredited member schools for their support
and dedication to the accreditation process.  The programs and services
provided to their students are stronger because of their dedication to
continuous improvement.

Head of School School Country

Michael Hobbs Abqaiq School (candidate) Saudi Arabia

Mona Rashid Al-Zayani Al Hekma International School Bahrain
(elementary only)

Ahmed Othman Al Worood School United Arab 
Emirates

Chaim Fischgrund Alexander Muss Institute for Israel
Israel Education

David Pera Almaty International School Kazakhstan

George Robinson American  Community United Arab
School of Abu Dhabi Emirates

Evelyn Fisher American Academy for Girls Kuwait

Louis J. Perske American College of Sofia Bulgaria

George Damon American Community Lebanon
 School at Beirut

George Besculides American Community Greece
School of Athens

Brian Lahan American Community Jordan
School/Jordan

Robert E. Thompson American Cooperative Tunisia
School of Tunis

Gene Vincent American Creativity Academy Kuwait

Robert Hetzel American Embassy India
School-New Delhi

Ruth Kramer-Sackett American International Lome
School - Lome

Irene Epp American International Zambia
School (Lusaka)

Ronald A. Ford American International United Arab
School in Abu Dhabi Emirates

Joanna Ramos American International Cyprus
 School in Cyprus

Walid Abushakra American International Egypt
School in Egypt

Noreen Hawley American International Kuwait
School in Kuwait

Amy Uzoewulu American International Nigeria
School of Abuja

James Workman American International Mali
School of Bamako

Richard M. Detwiler American International Hungary
School of Budapest

Jacqueline Leigh American International
School of Freetown Sierra Leone

Larry Thaxter American International
School of Jeddah Saudi Arabia

Robert Ambrogi American International
School of Johannesburg South Africa

Greg Whiteman American International
School of Lagos Nigeria

Gary Eubank American International
School of Libreville Gabon

Don Reeser American International
School of Mozambique Mozambique

Bradford Barnhardt American International
School of N'Djamena (candidate) Chad

Donna M. Hammond American International
School of Nouakchott Mauratania

James Swetz American International
School of Zagreb Croatia

Paul McLean American International
School Salzburg Austria

Richard L. Spradling American International
School, Vienna Austria

Barry L. Clough American International
School-Chennai India

Larry W. Dougherty American Overseas
School of Rome Italy

William Mules American School in London England

Jay Long American School of Antananarivo Madagascar

Ettie Zilber American School of Barcelona Spain

Paul Fochtman American School of Bombay India

Harold Fleetham American School of Dubai United Arab 
Emirates

Bert Bedford American School of Kinshasa Zaire

Andy Page-Smith American School of Kuwait Kuwait

William O'Hale American School of Madrid Spain

Shirley Grover American School of Milan Italy
Sharon A. Sperry American School of Niamey Niger

Pilar Cabeza de Vaca American School of Paris France

Paul DeMinico American School of the Hague The 
Netherlands

Tim Herdon American School of Valencia Spain
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Steven A. Asp-Schussheim American School of Yaounde Cameroon

Mona Nashman-Smith American-British Academy Oman

Phil Billing Anglican International School Israel

Tom Crosby Ashgabat International School   Turkmensistan

Michelle Kleiss Asir Academy Saudi Arabia

Chris Mockrish Asmara International
Community School Eritrea

Yousef Korfali Bahrain Bayan School Bahrain

Scott Root Baku International School Azerbaijan

Earl J. Ballard Banjul American
Embassy School The Gambia

Shirley Davis Benjamin Franklin
International School Spain

Carlos R. Symonds Berkeley Institute (candidate) Bermuda

Stephen Middlebrook Berlin Brandenburg
International School Germany

Michael Seefried Bishkek International School Kyrgyzstan

Timothy P. Shuman Black Forest Academy Germany

Monica N. Greeley Cairo American College Egypt

Gregory Hedger Cayman Cayman
International School Islands

Kalmar Richards Cedar Bridge
Academy(candidate) Bermuda

Robert W. Trent Country Day School Costa Rica

Bruce Evans Dakar Academy Senegal

Mike Kent Damascus Community School Syria

R. Bruce Hudson Dhahran Elementary
Middle School Saudi Arabia

Lyle Porter Dhahran High School Saudi Arabia

Christopher Wollak Dhahran Hills School (candidate) Saudi Arabia

Patrick Finochio Dhahran School (candidate) Saudi Arabia

Tom C. Jenkins Dostyk American
International School Kazakhstan

Stephen Spahn Dwight School (The)/Anglo- `United
American International School  States

Justine Brown El Limonar International School Spain

Robert Bennett Emirates International School United Arab 
Emirates

C. G. Bartle English Academy Kuwait

Dick Seinen Hillcrest School Nigeria

Samir J. Chammaa Ibn Khuldoon National School Bahrain

Tom Taylor ICARDA International
School of Aleppo Syria

Elmer Baxter International Christian
Academy (Ecole Baptiste) Cote d’Ivoire

David M. Welsh International Christian
School of Budapest Hungary

Murray James International Christian
School of Cascais Portugal

Rob Walbridge International Community
School of Abidjan Cote d’Ivoire

Paul Olson International Community
School of Addis Ababa Ethiopia

Jan Okpanachi International Community
School, Abuja (candidate) Nigeria

Peter Zeitoun International Programs
School (candidate) Saudi Arabia

Daniel A. Hovde International School of
Aberdeen Scotland

Edna V. Tounou International School of Benin
(elementary only) Benin

John M. Godwin International School of Bremen Germany

Kevin Bartlett International School of Brussels Belgium

Mark Davies International School of Budapest Hungary

Ron Brown International School of Conakry Guinea

Judith Fenton International School of Dakar Senegal

Laura Mongiat International School of Florence Italy

Michel Chinal International School of Geneva,
La Chataigneraie Switzerland

Jean-Guy Carpentier International School of
Geneva, La Grand Boissiere Switzerland

Lisa Belfry International School of
Geneva-Pregny Rigot Campus Switzerland

Sally Hadden International School of Islamabad Pakistan

Areta Williams International School of
Kenya, Ltd. Kenya

Rigobert Tounou International School of
Lome (elementary only) Togo

Clayton Lewis International School of
Luxembourg Luxembourg

Barry Sutherland International School of Moshi Tanzania

Dorothy Foster International School of Nice (The)
(Fr. Riviera Chamber of Commerce) France

Patrick M. Meyer International School of
Ouagadougou Burkina Faso

John Foulkes-Jones International School of
Stockholm Sweden

Joe Stucker International School of
Tanganyika Ltd. Tanzania

Peter Metzger International School of Trieste Italy

Don Groves International School of Uganda Uganda

Thomas P. Tunny International School Yangon Myanmar

Don Carlin International Schools
Group - Bqaiq Saudi Arabia

Richard K. Barnhouse International Schools
Group - Dammam Saudi Arabia

Mark Wootton ISG - Jubail American School Saudi Arabia

Johan de Lange Jeddah International School Saudi Arabia

Peter Pelosi Karachi American School Pakistan

Judith Ellis Kathmandu International
Study Centre Nepal

Melissa M. Mohamed Khartoum American School Sudan

Eleanor Nicholson Kodaikanal International School India

Paul S. Johnston Kyiv International QSI School Ukraine

Bernard A. Mitchell Lahore American School Pakistan

Timothy J. Kelley Leysin American School Switzerland
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John Roberts Lincoln Community School Uganda

Cliff Canning Marymount International School England

Sister Anne Marie Hill Marymount School Association France

Jean Lowe Minsk International School Belarus

Sawsan Dajani Modern English School, Cairo Egypt

Parween Kazerooni Modern Knowledge
School (candidate) Bahrain

Sameera Al-Kooheji Naseem International School Bahrain

Steven Parr New International School Japan

Chana Czegledi NFTY- EIE High School in Israel Israel

Laurence McLellan Overseas School of Colombo Sri Lanka

Frederick Thompson Pinewood Schools of
Thessaloniki Greece

Phil Sylla QSI International School
(Bratislava) Slovakia

Mary-Kay Smith QSI International School of
Chisinau Moldova

Art Hudson QSI International School of
Kosice (candidate) Slovakia

Glenn Howard Mosher QSI International School of
Ljubljana Slovenia

Paul Finkbeiner QSI International School of
Phuket (candidate) Thailand

Jeff Jenkins QSI International School of Bosnia and
Sarajevo  Herzegovina

Eric Nelis QSI International School of
Skopje Macedonia

Norman Gaudet QSI International School of
Tbilisi Georgia

Harold Strom QSI International School of
Vladivostok Russia

Richard W. Ryden QSI International School of
Yerevan Armenia

Robert Tower QSI International School of
Zhuhai (candidate) China

Maynard F. Yutzy QSI-International School of
Shekou (candidate) China

David Randall Rabat American School Morocco
Vincent Griffis Rain Forest International School Cameroon

Gregory Glomski Ras Tanura School (candidate) Saudi Arabia

Timothy W. Cook Rift Valley Academy Kenya

Dena Brent Rosslyn Academy Kenya

Joseph H. Doenges Saint John's International School Belgium

Gordon B. Blackie Sanaa International School Yemen

Octavio Carpena Shoreless Lake School at Murcia Spain

Chris Tragas TASIS Hellenic
International School Greece

Scott D'Alterio Tirana International School Albania

Mark McDougall Udhailiyah School (candidate) Saudi Arabia

Adam Pleasance Verdala International School Malta

Robert A. Sills Walworth Barbour American
International School in Israel Israel

Richard P. Hall Washington International United
School States

David Jeffery Woodstock School India

Andrew Torris Yanbu International School Saudi Arabia

Susan Nicklas may be reached at snicklas@css-msa.org

From the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

The Accrediting Commission for Schools, Western Association
of Schools and Colleges, has been working to strengthen its processes
and procedures to ensure greater effectiveness, efficiency, and relevance.
 Some of the modifications that impact the accreditation of international
schools include the following:

• The emphasis on an ongoing “non-hyperventilating process” as
schools concentrate on accomplishment of the school-wide or strategic
action plan that incorporates the critical areas for follow-up/major
recommendations resulting from the self-study and visit.  This involves
schools in annual reporting of progress, including the impact on
student learning, and in refinement of the action plan.

• The piloting of Accreditation Plus software that can support each
individual school with tools for optimizing time and increasing
efficiency (1) to engage stakeholders in the collaborative self-study
process and (2) to assist in the organization and sharing of information,
communications, documents and resources with the stakeholders and
the visiting committee.  This will be available for all schools scheduled
for 2007 self-studies.

• The further editing of the WASC Focus on Learning process to
refine the tasks, including the WASC criteria’s areas to be analyzed;
this has resulted from work with the Accreditation Plus software and
constituent input from the region to ensure that the protocol addresses
needs of schools, such as international emphases.

• The revision of the initial application for WASC accreditation
that includes rubrics to assist schools in determining to what degree
they are meeting the WASC criteria, i.e., candidate or interim status.

•  The appointment of EARCOS educators as WASC visiting
committee chairs to strengthen and ensure understanding of
international schools; one of the members is selected from other areas
of the WASC region.

• Work with IBO to examine ways to integrate processes with
accreditation.

• The continual streamlining of the WASC/CIS (Council of
International Schools) process with which WASC has worked since
1989 (formerly ECIS).  Schools that are WASC/CIS will use one
protocol, the CIS 7th Edition, every 10 years with a common re-
accreditation process at five years. In intervening years there will be
one common annual or interim report with a joint preparatory visit
at least 18 months prior to the next self-study.  Schools that have been
jointly accredited with WASC/CIS may opt for a cycle of 6 years/12
years rather than the 5/10 year cycle.

• The continual collaboration on accreditation of schools for foreign
nationals through a Four Parties Agreement with China’s National
Center for Curriculum and Textbook Development (NCCT), Council
of International Schools (CIS), and New England Association of
Schools and Colleges (NEASC).

David E. Brown, Executive Director, WASC, may be reached at
dbrown@acswasc.org

Marilyn S. George, Associate Executive Director, may be reached at
mgeorge@acswasc.org   Further information is available at the WASC
Website: www.acswasc.org
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Out and About for AAIE

In early December I was in Seattle to work on our summer literacy conference and then travelled to attend the AAIE board meeting
in Washington, D.C.

Dear all AAIE members, this will be a regular feature of the InterEd reflecting traveling, meetings and gatherings on behalf of AAIE.
It will be called "Out and About for AAIE" The intent for this section is to report to the membership of places I visit and things I'm doing to
represent AAIE. This is not an attempt to be an academic account of my actions but a warm, down home approach to keeping you all
informed and to recognize those with whom I come in contact. I hope you find it informative, light, and fun to browse. Dick Krajczar

My first ECIS conference in Nice, France. Dixie McKay was the host of this grand and great annual event. Thanks to Dixie and
her board for the hospitality.
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Frances Clivas, long time friend and director general of
College Du Leman with the new president of ECIS, Chris Bowman of

Bavarian International School, Germany.

Bill Gerritz of I.S. Bangkok CIS board member,
 with the director Richard Tangye.

Being good sports and offering a few laughs are
L-R Chris Bowman, Niall Nelson, Bambi Betts, and Robert Landau

they lightened up the crowd!

Bonnie Campbell Hill, our number one consultant for the
Seattle summer conference "Literacy Journeys,"

at a lunch meeting in Nice, France.

Eleanor Jones, Seattle summer literacy conference coordinator,
visited with Meade Thayer of the Pacific Northwest Association

of Independent Schools to seek support.

Bob Goodrich, long time member, was host for a reception
for our AAIE board at his lovely residence in Washington.
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In December, I also was invited to make a presentation for AAIE at the annual SACS (Southern Association of Schools and Colleges) by
Frank Anderson in Atlanta. It was my first visit to this gathering. I had fun, saw so many former colleagues, and met many new heads of schools in
that part of the world. Thanks to everyone for inviting me to attend.

Out and About for AAIE

The secretaries and assistants in the Office of Overseas Schools (A/OS)
take a moment to gather for this photo.

They do so much to support our schools and we thank them!

Joe Walker of Colegio De Carabobo, Venezuela;  William McWhorter,
former head of Venezuelan oil company schools and Frank Anderson,

currently with SACS and an AAIE board member at one of the fine functions.

The executive directors of our world associations and the A/OS staff
headed by Keith Miller (back row center) pose during the

annual meeting at the State Department in Washington, D.C.

AAIE member The College Board provides an update to our directors.
Theresa Schweser and Bob Diyanni (right) with REO Bud Spillane (center)

L-R: Clark Kirpatrick of AISH, David Cramer of American
Cooperative School, and Barney Latham of the I.S. Port of Spain.

Alice Dion of American School of Belo Horizonte, Peter Cooper of Escola
Americana De Rio Janeiro and Elsa Lamb, president of AAIE

and head of American-Nicaraguan School.



AAIE’s 40th ANNUAL CONFERENCE

FEBRUARY 16 – 19, 2006

WESTIN HOTEL – COPLEY PLACE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

AAIE MEMBERSHIP AND CONFERENCE FEE STRUCTURE 2005-2006

MEMBERSHIP FEES FOR 2005 - 2006

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP FOR JULY 31, 2005 – JUNE 30, 2006
Annual membership fee is U.S. $350.00 per school or organization

CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP FOR JULY 31, 2005 – JUNE 30, 2006
Annual membership fee is U.S. $300.00 per company

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP (RETIREE/ GRAD STUDENT/ OTHER) FOR JULY 31, 2005 – JUNE 30, 2006
Annual membership fee is $95.00

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEES FOR 2006

MEMBER INSTITUTION
Registration fee — U.S. $360.00 per delegate (January 16, 2006)

Late registration fee — U.S. $400.00 (for payments received after January 16)
Exhibitors’ table – U.S. $300.00 per table

Spouse registration fee — U.S. $220.00 per delegate

CORPORATE MEMBERS
Registration fee — U.S. $360.00 per delegate (January 16, 2006)

Late registration fee — U.S. $400.00 (for payments received after January 16)
Exhibitors’ table – U.S. $300.00 per table

Spouse registration fee — U.S. $220.00 per delegate

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS – RETIREE OR GRAD STUDENT
Registration fee — U.S. $220.00 per delegate (January 16, 2006)

Late registration fee — U.S. $260.00 (for payments received after January 16)
Spouse registration fee — U.S. $220.00 per delegate

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS – OTHER
Registration fee — U.S. $360.00 per delegate (January 16, 2006)

Late registration fee — U.S. $400.00 (for payments received after January 16)
Spouse registration fee — U.S. $220.00 per delegate

NON MEMBERS
Registration fee — U.S. $500.00 per delegate (due January 16, 2006)

Spouse registration fee — U.S. $220.00 per delegate

REFUND POLICY:
Cancellations made before February 1 will be refunded 50%. No refunds after February 1.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION (AIEE)

For further information or questions please contact Annie Jenkins at the AAIE office.
SDSU, College of Extended Studies
5250 Campanile Drive, 2nd Floor
San Diego, CA 92182-1923, USA

Telephone: 619 594 2877; 619 594 3648 Fax
E-Mail: ajenkins@mail.sdsu.edu

www.aaie.org
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